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RESEARCH
Viewer Perceptions and Preferences  
for Farmweek
McKayla Brubaker, Quisto Settle, and Elizabeth Gregory North
ABSTRACT
A survey was conducted to determine how frequently viewers watched Farmweek and to determine what their 
perceptions were through the lens of Uses and Gratifications. Farmweek is a weekly 30-minute news broadcast produced 
by Mississippi State University Extension Service. Respondents were asked about what audiences they believed the 
show appealed to, what decisions they have made based on viewing the show, and what topics they wanted to see 
on the show in the future. Almost 40% of respondents viewed the show weekly. They believed the show presented a 
positive view of the state and its residents, but responses were not strong for the program appealing to all residents. 
Respondents reported landscaping and gardening decisions were the most likely to have been influenced by watching 
the show. The highest number of respondents wanted to see home and garden tips in the future, followed by livestock 
and animal health practices. Viewing frequency had a statistically significant relationship with respondents’ perceptions 
related to appeals of the show. However, viewing frequency had fewer statistically significant relationships with the 
types of decisions respondents made based on viewing the show and their preference for future topics. Future research 
was recommended to broaden the scope of this line of research to other states and other types of media produced by 
Extension in the country. It was also recommended to research why nonviewers did not watch Farmweek.
KEY WORDS
Agricultural News Program, Mass Media in Extension, Television, Uses and Gratifications Theory, Viewer Perceptions  
and Preferences, 
INTRODUCTION
Cooperative Extension is often referred to as the “best kept secret” (Debord, 2007, para. 1). Only about one-fourth of 
the nation’s population is aware of Extension and less than 15% of the population is at least somewhat knowledgeable 
about the organization (Settle, McCarty, Rumble, & Ruth, 2015). Cooperative Extension has been reaching out to the 
public for more than a century (USDA, 2014), but many Cooperative Extension systems around the country are facing 
challenges like dwindling budgets and shifting legislative priorities (Varea-Hammond, 2004). Additionally, Extension, 
like other organizations and government agencies, is faced with the challenge of staying up to date with ever-changing 
media platforms and communication approaches. The needs and satisfactions of Extension programming vary among 
Extension and non-Extension users (Boone, Sleichter, Miller, & Breiner, 2007). In order to reach audiences effectively, 
Extension should strive to match individuals to their media preferences for receiving information (Cartmell, Orr, & 
Kelemen, 2006). Despite these challenges, Extension programming must function effectively to stay connected with 
constituents. 
This manuscript was presented at the 2016 Association for Communication Excellence Conference.
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When Extension was first founded in 1914, more than half of the population lived in rural areas, with more than 30%  
of the workforce being personally involved in agriculture (USDA, 2014). The number of farms decreased in ensuing  
decades, but as technology advanced, each farm continued to become more efficient in its production. In 2012, less 
than 2% of the United States population participated in agricultural production (Environmental Protection Agency, 
2012). The demographic shift has affected the awareness of Cooperative Extension and its programs (Abrams, Meyers, 
Irani, & Baker, 2010). Even though the demographic has shifted, Extension continues to be a prominent information 
source, with an office in or near the nation’s more than 3,000 counties (USDA, 2014). 
According to Curtis, Veroff, Rizzo, and Beaudoin (2012), “Population characteristics, including age, sex, type of house-
hold, race/ethnicity, education, income, and employment, are central to the planning and delivery of most Extension 
programs. Demographic data helps Extension understand communities and tailor or target effective education and 
programming,” (p. 2). Monaghan, Ott, Wilber, Gouldthorpe, and Racevskis (2013) found that audiences for Extension 
programming are not consistent and continue to shift demographically and culturally. Despite the need to constantly 
adapt as an organization, Extension has a well-known history of successfully adapting communication and scholarly 
resources for diverse audiences (Labelle & Anderson-Wilk, 2011).
One longstanding Extension program is Farmweek. Farmweek is a weekly 30-minute televised news program that 
focuses on prominent agricultural topics and issues (Mississippi State University Extension Service, 2015). The show 
was first broadcast in 1977 (A. Ford, personal communication, January 25, 2016). Farmweek is produced by the Office 
of Agricultural Communications for Mississippi State University Extension Service. The program aims to deliver current 
farming and consumer news. Each episode is approximately 26 minutes in length, with 50 shows produced annually 
(Mississippi State University Extension Service, 2015). The program airs on Mississippi Public Broadcasting on Satur-
days at 6 p.m. and on Mondays at 6 a.m. The program also airs on RFD-TV on Fridays at 5 p.m. and on Saturdays and 
Wednesdays at 3 a.m. Past episodes are archived on their webpage and YouTube channel. 
A previous study of Farmweek identified the number of viewers using random digit dialing, viewers’ general impres-
sion of the program, and demographic information from the audience (Newman, 1995). At the time of the study, 136, 
or 13%, of the 1,046 households that were interviewed said that they watched Farmweek. Newman said, “using an 
estimated Mississippi adult population of 1,908,008 for 1995, the best estimate of people who watch Farmweek is 
248,041” (Newman, 1995, p. 1). The study defined regular viewers as those who watch Farmweek more than 2-3 times 
per month, and Newman estimated their regular viewers to be about 198,681. Of the 136 participants who watched 
Farmweek, 37.5% of respondents watched the program every week, 42.6% watched 2-3 times per month, and 19.9% 
viewed less than once per month. As a part of the general impression of Farmweek, the study looked at decisions made 
based on Farmweek content and topic usefulness. The percent of viewers who indicated that had used Farmweek to 
make a decision was 23.5%. Respondents also indicated the usefulness of the Farmweek content as follows:  
 • 19.1% indicated that market reports were useful,
 • 17.6% indicated that the weather was useful,
 • 16.2% indicated that the news was useful, and
 • 14.0% indicated that features were useful.
The final portion of the Farmweek study worked to determine the characteristics of viewers. The typical Farmweek 
viewers in 1995 were married (61.0%), female (55.1%), had at least a high school education (86.4%), and 
either worked or had a spouse who worked in the agricultural industry (41.2%). In 2014, Farmweek evaluators 
estimated, “approximately 367,149 Mississippi residents viewed Farmweek in 2014 compared to 224,654 in 2000” 
(FleishmanHillard, 2014, p. 4).
Outside of Farmweek as an agricultural mass media program, there is a need for a general understanding of both 
agricultural and non-agricultural audiences’ needs and perceptions of information relating to agriculture. If it is known 
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what types of content audiences prefer and their reasons for selecting programming, it can be used in the future to 
tailor programming according to the audiences’ needs, while achieving agricultural communicator’s goals of educating 
the public. Researchers have identified challenges for Extension, such as a decrease in resources and staff time and 
availability, shifting legislative priorities, and an increasing demand for evidence of program success (Gregory-North, 
2015; Monaghan, Ott, & Wilber, 2013a; Sanagorski, 2014; Seevers, 2010; Varea-Hammond, 2004). Mass media programs 
like Farmweek could mitigate these problems by providing the opportunity to communicate Extension messages more 
widely and efficiently. Although researchers have identified the importance of educating audiences about agriculture-
related topics, limited information is available about their preferences for agricultural content, specifically when looking 
at the viewer preferences and perceptions of mass media programs in Extension. 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
The Uses and Gratifications Theory strives to determine people’s needs and expectations for their media consumption 
(Katz, Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1973). The Uses and Gratifications Theory states audience members actively choose media 
based on their personal needs, with media sources competing for their attention (West & Turner, 2014). The following are 
the five assumptions of Uses and Gratifications listed by West and Turner (2014). The first assumption is that the audience 
is active and its media use is goal-oriented. Each audience member brings a different level of involvement to their media 
use and may not have the same preferences. The second assumption is the initiative in linking need gratification to a 
specific medium choice rests with the audience member, which theorizes a level of autonomy of the audience member. 
The third assumption is that the media competes with other sources for need satisfaction. Because of the varying needs 
and preferences, a variety of media sources have surfaced, creating competition between one another for the audience 
member’s attention. The fourth assumption is that people have enough self-awareness of their media use, interests, and 
motives to provide researchers with an accurate picture of that use. The fifth assumption is that the value judgments of 
media content can only be assessed by the audience; because they are choosing to view the content, they are the only 
ones who can truly place a value on the content or media source. 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of a medium to meet the audience’s gratification criteria, researchers need to 
analyze the needs of the audience members (Katz et al., 1973). Extension should monitor its audience to keep up to date 
with their viewers’ goals, preferences, and needs involved in their media choices. If Extension is not effective at reaching 
its audience, the viewers will replace Extension information with another outlet that better gratifies their needs. Audienc-
es have multiple media sources competing for their attention, so Extension can easily lose audience members if the audi-
ence’s needs are not being met. The Uses and Gratifications Theory can be a key lens for identifying how and why certain 
audiences select certain media. If it is not known how audiences select media, it can be difficult to address how effective 
programming is at reaching the intended audience and encouraging a specific action or fulfilling a need. As it relates 
to Extension, the public is going to have trouble identifying that Extension can fulfill their needs if they are unaware of 
the Extension organization (Settle et al., 2015). Farmweek offers an opportunity to braoden awareness of Extension. For 
Farmweek to continue being successful, it needs to meet its target audiences’ needs and expectations. Without that, the 
program risks losing its audience to competing informational sources that better meet the needs of the public. 
Television is in more than 99% of all U.S. homes (West & Turner, 2014). According to West and Turner (2014), television 
is fundamentally different than all other forms of mass media and provides the opportunity to bring dissimilar groups 
together, such as Extension and Non-Extension users (Boone et al., 2007). As media platforms and consumption prefer-
ences change over time, the reinvention of television will be necessary to keep it current in the ever-changing digital age 
(West & Turner, 2014). The digital age requires that the dissemination of information be purposeful and targeted for its 
audiences (Cartmell et al., 2006). While times change, Extension needs to know if television is worth the time and effort 
required, the same as was recommended in 1986 by Lang, Blacklock, and Bossing. 
Rockwell and Randall (1987) found that providing farmers and ranchers production and marketing information via 
television was well accepted as a way to receive timely and relevant information. However, in a study of Iowa corn and 
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soybean producers’ media preferences, Licht and Martin (2007) found that television was the least preferred media 
channel. Producers did not feel that there were enough agricultural programs shown on television, and the agricultural 
industry was typically portrayed negatively on television (Licht & Martin, 2007). The representation of agriculture and rural 
communities portrayed by the mass media forms an impression on non-agricultural viewers, often perpetuating agricul-
tural stereotypes (Specht & Beam, 2015). Even when agriculture is portrayed positively on television, the portrayal is not 
necessarily accurate (Dietrich, Buck, & Specht, 2015). 
In a study by Boone, Sleichter, Miller, and Breiner (2007), television was also not found to be a strong media preference 
for Extension users. However, Boone et al. (2007) found that mass media may be an effective way to reach non-Extension 
users. According to Nazari, Bin, and Hassan (2011), “mass media offers effective channels for communicating agricultural 
messages, which can increase knowledge and influence behavior of audience members” (p. 931). Farmweek provides 
an opportunity to share agricultural information with individuals who may not be reached regularly or at all by traditional 
Extension efforts. In order to encourage non-Extension users to participate in viewership, Rockwell and Randall (1987) 
suggested keeping a continuous flow of television programming when gaining an audience base. It is from the continual 
programming that Extension will grow and attract new audiences (Rockwell & Randall, 1987). Lang et al. (1986) found 
that viewers of Extension programs frequently used information that was presented as part of those televised programs.
Because many of these studies are about 30 years old, there is a need for more recent research involving television 
preferences of Extension programs to determine if these recommendations still hold true in the media of today. Little 
research has been conducted on viewers’ needs related to mass media Extension programming. There is a need to 
conduct more research on audiences’ media preferences and programming appeals as Extension seeks to better educate 
populations about agriculture and natural resources. By understanding the target audiences’ needs and preferences for 
media, the Extension Service, as well as other agricultural groups, can tailor their programming to better fit the needs, 
motivations, and educational goals of current and potential Extension audiences.  
PURPOSE AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The purpose of the study is to understand how Farmweek can gratify viewers’ needs. Included in these needs are dif-
ferences in viewers’levels of involvement with Farmweek, which would include frequency of content or audience active-
ness (West & Turner, 2014). A program can only be successful if the needs of the audience are being met, and only the 
audience can determine those needs based on the tenets of Uses and Gratifications Theory (West & Turner, 2014), which 
necessitates research to gather information directly from viewers. The specific objectives of the study were to
 1.  Determine how frequently viewers watched Farmweek,
 2.  Determine viewers’ perceptions of Farmweek meeting their needs, including program appeal and topic 
preferences, and
 3. The relationship between viewing frequency and responses related to program appeal and topic preferences.
METHODS
This study consisted of a quantitative survey to assess viewership and perceptions of Farmweek. A third-party research 
firm developed the instrument with feedback from Mississippi State University Extension personnel, including an 
evaluation specialist to help ensure face and content validity. The research firm also implemented the survey. Analysis for 
this study was done by Mississippi State University researchers to meet the needs of this study. 
Respondents were reached one of two ways. The first was through random digit dialing to help represent the entire 
state. Responses were given over the telephone. Within this group, there were 504 responses, including 94 who 
watched Farmweek. Only viewers of the program were included in this study. Future analysis will address non-viewers’ 
perceptions. The second method was an opt-in method that only targeted current viewers. Respondents were able to 
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opt in by going to the link that was listed at the end of the Farmweek broadcast and in fliers sent to county Extension 
offices, or by following links to the questionnaire on the Farmweek’s website, the Mississippi State University Extension 
Service’s website, or the Farmweek’s Facebook page. The opt-in method yielded 166 more respondents. There were 260 
total respondents in the study between both modes of contact. 
This study used four sections from the overall questionnaire. Respondents were asked to indicate how frequently 
they viewed the show during a typical month. Seven items related to the program’s appeal to different audiences. 
Respondents were also asked what types of decisions they have made based on watching Farmweek and what topics 
they would like to see included on Farmweek in the future. There were additional sections in the full questionnaire that 
did not meet the needs of this study, but they included topics that dealt with perceptions of Farmweek and Extension. 
The majority of respondents were male (n = 164, 63.1%) and married (n = 178, 68.5%). Almost 80% of respondents 
had at least a high school education, with some college or technical training being the most frequent response (n = 81, 
31.2%), followed by a bachelor’s degree (n = 71, 27.3%). The majority of respondents were not in households where 
anyone worked on a farm (n = 161, 61.9%) and a slight majority had no household income depending on the agricultural 
industry (n = 132, 50.8%). 
 
RESULTS
Determine How Frequently Viewers Watched Farmweek
Respondents selected how often they watched the program: 38.9% (n = 100) of respondents identified themselves 
as weekly viewers 38.9% (n = 100) of respondents viewed the program 2-3 times per month, and 22.2% (n = 57) of 
respondents viewed the show less than once a month. 
Determine Viewers’ Perceptions of Farmweek Meeting Their Needs, Including Program 
Appeal and Topic Preferences
Respondents answered questions related to the show’s appeals to different audience segments (Table 1). Respondents 
were most likely to completely agree the show presented a positive view of Mississippi and its residents, as well as being 
for audiences like the respondents. They were less likely to completely agree the show appeal to all Mississippi residents, 
primarily to those in rural areas, or primarily to those working in agriculture.
Table 1 




























MS and its 
residents
M 2.92     2.78     2.91 3.06   3.40  3.12  3.68
Note. Scales ranged from 1 = Completely Disagree to 4 = Completely Agree.
Table 2 shows the types of decisions respondents have made based on watching Farmweek. The majority of respondents 
had made landscaping or gardening decisions (56.9%). Agricultural business decisions were the second-most frequently 
made decision based on viewing Farmweek (36.5%). Only 18.5% of respondents believed the program never influenced 
their decisions. 
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Table 2 
Types of Decisions Respondents Have Made Based on Viewing Farmweek
Types of decisions f %
Landscaping/gardening 148 56.9
Agricultural business 95 36.5
State travel/vacation 67 25.8
Farm equipment 63 24.2
Home Improvement 60 23.1
Agricultural investing 57 21.9
Farmweek never influenced decisions 48 18.5
Table 3 shows the topics respondents would like to see included in Farmweek in the future. Home and garden tips 
(72.7%) and livestock and animal health practices (70.0%) were the most-desired topics. The only topic included in 
the survey to not be wanted by a majority of respondents was information on programs where the respondents could 
volunteer their time (35.4%). 
Table 3 
Respondents Preferences for Inclusion of Topics on Farmweek in the Future
Topics f %
Home and garden tips 189 72.7
Livestock and animal health practices 182 70.0
Profiles on interesting people from/living in MS 175 67.3
Information on agri-tourism/places where non-farmers can learn  
about agriculture 165 63.5
Stories/features focusing on community festivals or events in MS 161 61.9
Information on programs where you can volunteer your time 92 35.4
The Relationship Between Viewing Frequency and Responses Related to Program Appeal  
and Topic Preferences
Table 4 shows the correlations for the study. Kendall’s tau was used to describe the relationships because it is a more 
conservative measure to use when ordinal items are being used in correlations (Field, 2013). There were statistical 
significant correlations between viewing frequency and agreeing with the following statements: Farmweek appeals to all 
residents of Mississippi (rτ = -.23), Farmweek presents a positive view of Mississippi and its residents (rτ = -.23), Farmweek 
is for the whole family (rτ = -.28), and Farmweek is for people like me (rτ = -.32). This indicated that those who viewed at 
higher frequencies were more likely to agree with those statements. There were three statistically significant relationships 
between viewing frequency and types of decisions made based on program content. Those who viewed the program 
more frequently were more likely to make agricultural business (rτ = .26) and farm equipment (rτ = .15) decisions, and 
were less likely to have never made a decision based on Farmweek programming (rτ = -.17). Correlations were also run 
between viewing frequency and topics respondents would like to see on Farmweek, but the only statistically significant 
relationship was that those who viewed the show more frequently were interested in profiles of interesting people from or 
living in Mississippi (rτ = -.12*).  
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Table 4 
Relationship between Viewing Frequency and Appeals Related to Farmweek Decisions Made Based on Program,  
and Farmweek Topics Preferences 















Is for people 
like me
Is for the 
whole family
Presents a  
positive view 
of Mississippi 
and its  
residents
.05 -.23* -.02 -.04 -.32* -.28* -.23*


























.26* .12 .07 .15* .09 .07 -.17
Correlation between viewing frequency and topics respondents would like to see on Farmweekb




























-.11 -.12* -.10 -.05 -.11 -.09
 
Note.  Viewing frequency coded as 1 = weekly viewers, 2 = viewed 2-3 times per month, and 3 = less than once  
a month. 
aScale code ranged from 1 = Completely Disagree to 4 = Completely Agree. 
bCoded as 1= yes and 2 = no 
*p < .05.
CONCLUSIONS
When looking at viewership, the vast majority of respondents watched at least half the episodes of Farmweek each 
month, with almost reporting 40% watching every episode, indicating Farmweek’s viewers are not casual viewers. 
This study found similar results as Newman’s 1995 study involving viewing frequency. This indicates that viewers are 
continually choosing to watch Farmweek, indicating the show is gratifying their needs as viewers; otherwise, they most 
likely would turn to other sources for information that would better fulfill their needs (West & Turner, 2014). In terms of 
the respondents’ perceptions of the program, the only item to receive strong agreement was that the show presented 
a positive view of Mississippi and its residents, while there was no true consensus to whom respondents believed 
the show appealed. Included in these middling perceptions of appeals is that the show appeals to all residents, 
predominantly rural areas, and those in agriculture. Because of the need to appeal to increasingly non-rural audiences 
(Abrams et al., 2010), the show does not appear to be fully engaging audiences that traditionally could be missed by 
Extension programming.
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Since Newman’s study in 1995, the viewer demographics for Farmweek have shifted slightly. Today’s viewers for 
Farmweek are predominantly married and male. In 1995, 55.1% of viewers were female compared to only 36.9% of 
current female viewers, although a similar number of viewers indicated that they were married (61% in 1995 vs. 68.5% 
in 2015; Newman, 1995). Newman found that 36% of viewers (or their spouse) worked on farms, while 38.1% of today’s 
viewers (or their spouse) indicated that they worked on a farm. Despite the slight increase in viewers who worked on 
the farm, the study found a decrease in viewers that worked in the agricultural industry (not on a farm). 50.8% of current 
Farmweek viewers did not work in the agricultural industry, whereas 58.8% of viewers in 1995 did not work in the 
agricultural industry. As less than 2 percent of the nation’s population is involved in agriculture (Environmental Protection 
Agency, 2012), it is not surprising that the bulk of Farmweek’s viewers were not tied directly to production agriculture, 
which indicates a need for media programming and content that appeals more broadly, to all Mississippi residents, which 
is important given that respondents did not completely agree that Farmweek appealed to all Mississippi residents. As 
the demographic makeup of the public continues to shift (Monaghan et al., 2013a), it is vital that Extension evaluates its 
audiences to assess any changing needs and preferences for media programming (Curtis & Beaudoin, 2012), which fits 
within the scope of the Uses and Gratifications Theory. 
As stated by the Uses and Gratifications Theory, audiences prefer content that will meet their needs (West & Turner, 
2014). In the case of Farmweek, content that was practical in nature was the most likely to gratify the audience. 
Farmweek viewers expressed their interest in gardening and landscaping content. Similarly, the only decision a majority 
of respondents based on watching Farmweek was related to landscaping and gardening. This may reflect the urban and 
suburban viewer groups’ viewing preferences because gardening and landscaping would more likely appeal to a broader 
audience than traditional agricultural content. This content may help broaden the influence of the program as Extension 
attempts to reach new audiences with the show given these results and a lack of a relationship between viewing habits 
and preference for gardening and landscaping as a topic. 
Additionally, livestock and animal health practices and profiles of interesting people from the state were the other topics 
respondents wanted to see on the show. Based on the results, viewers identified information and advice as a need that 
Farmweek was currently fulfilling for its viewers. Other informational content, such as the individual profiles on people 
from Mississippi, was also important to viewers, though not as strongly indicated by as many respondents as gardening 
and landscaping topics. 
Viewing frequency had more statistically significant relationships related to appeals of the show than for any of its topics. 
As it relates to the appeals, more-frequent viewers were more likely to believe the show appealed to all residents of the 
state, for the whole family, and represented a positive view of the state and its residents. This would appear to be logical 
given that someone viewing the show more frequently would be more likely to perceive the show would gratify others’ 
preferences based on gratifying the individual’s preferences. The area for growth would appear to be how the show 
could broaden its appeal to reach its more casual viewers to improve their viewing frequency. To grow viewing frequency, 
the preferences of high-frequency and low frequency viewers should be assessed to identify commonalities. Care should 
be taken to avoid unintentionally alienateing the current audience’s needs as they strive to increase the gratification of 
casual viewers to increase viewing frequency.
As it relates to the topics, viewing frequency was at best a low correlation with the topic preferences, indicating there are 
no real trends in the differences in topic preference between the viewing groups. With gardening tips and animal health 
practices being preferred by a large majority of respondents, these topic areas would appear to be more advantageous 
than other topics, such as agritourism or community festivals/events. While agritourism and the community festivals/
events were wanted as topics by a majority, an even larger number liked gardening and animal health as topics, 
indicating a broader appeal, which is important if the program is to reach new audiences. By accounting for the public’s 
uses and needs for agricultural programming through the lens of Uses and Gratifications Theory, Farmweek has the 
opportunity to expand its viewership, therefore, expanding the reach of Mississippi State University Extension Service as 
it tries to accomplish its mission and educational goals. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The first recommendation for the program is to increase focus on general tips and practices. While gardening and 
landscaping topic was the most likely to be wanted by respondents, animal health was also highly rated, which indicates 
that one of the needs the show can meet for its audience is providing practical solutions and advice that viewers can 
apply to their lives. Other topics were also wanted by a majority of respondents and would warrant inclusion in the 
program at some scale, but tips and advice would still be preferred by a larger portion of the audience and would 
merit comparatively more focus on the program. While this research did not look at other states and types of media 
programming, it would not be unreasonable to expect tips and advice to be desired by other Extension audiences. The 
public is only going to view media content that gratifies its needs, so tailoring content to the audience’s indicated needs 
is important for success (West & Turner, 2014). 
The second recommendation relates to audience appeals. Respondents did not have strong beliefs of whether or not the 
show appealed only to those on farms and in rural areas or if the show appealed to everyone in the state. This indicates 
Farmweek has room to improve in appealing to its target audience. If the show is seeking to expand its audience 
without losing its current audience, then the show should focus on universal agricultural issues that affect everyone in 
the state and frame the content in a manner that appeals to everyone in the state. Regardless of which audiences the 
show targets, Farmweek will need to continually re-evaluate how it gratifies audience needs because audience needs 
and demographics will continue to change as they have for the past century (Monaghan et al., 2013). Extension and its 
media programs will need to continue to shift to meet the needs of changing audiences as Extension has done in the past 
century (Labelle et al., 2011) 
There were limitations to this study. First, it was only conducted in one state for one media program. Future research 
should expand the scope of this line of research by duplicating the study for other mass media Extension programming 
across the country. This can include shorter programs, such as 2- to 3-minute clips, that might be more feasible for 
Extension systems that are facing dwindling budgets or legislative issues and do not have the ability to produce a 
30-minute weekly broadcast (Varea-Hammond, 2004). Related to this, future research can also compare the effectiveness 
of longer-form programs, such as Farmweek, to the shorter programs to see if one form is better suited for meeting 
audience needs or if the different types of programs gratify audience needs. While this study reports the findings in 
Mississippi, it cannot be assumed that these findings will be the same in Extension units in every state, especially because 
Extension and non-Extension viewers’ needs, interests, and preferences for content and format may vary from person to 
person and may differ regionally (Boone et al., 2007; Curtis & Beaudoin, 2012; West & Turner, 2014). Research is needed 
to address other types of mass media programs, such as podcasts or blogs, in other states to determine other viewers 
and non-viewers preferences for Extension content and delivery format (Cartmell II et al., 2006). After further research has 
been completed, viewer perceptions and preferences may be generalized to be used in other Extension units.
The second limitation is that this study compared viewers based on frequency, but it did not address nonviewers. Future 
research could address how to attract nonviewers to view Farmweek and other mass media Extension programming. This 
could include addressing audience needs, as well as issues affecting nonviewers’ awareness of the program. 
While not all audiences may prefer Extension content through television, mass media may be an effective way to reach 
audiences Extension has traditionally missed (Boone et al., 2007), particularly television, which is available in more than 
99% of U.S. homes (West & Turner, 2014). Reaching these new audiences is imperative as the population continues to 
be increasingly urban and suburban, as well as ending the trend of Extension being the “best kept secret” (Debord, 
2007, para. 1). News-based programs, such as Farmweek, offer the opportunity to provide accurate representations of an 
industry that are not typically seen on television (Dietrich et al., 2015; Specht & Beam, 2015). 
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RESEARCH
Making a Case for McDonald’s: A Qualitative 
Case Study Examining the McDonald’s  
“Our Food Your Questions” Campaign
Laura M. Gorham, Courtney Gibson, and Erica Irlbeck
ABSTRACT
In the last decade, a trend of consumer skepticism toward the agricultural industry has emerged. The consumer is 
demanding to know how food is grown, processed, its origin, and its content. At the same time, these same consumers 
are increasingly voicing their concerns and fueling the fire of misperception through the use of social media. Many 
organizations are counteracting these misperceptions by developing food campaigns detailing the food production 
process from the farm to the table. In this qualitative case study, McDonald’s social media video campaign, “Our Food, 
Your Questions” was analyzed to determine how a specific corporation provided content in particular frames to meet 
consumers’ demand for food-based information. Findings from this study suggest user-generated content helped 
develop the content for the social media campaign in terms of video topics and specific content addressed. Further, 
content in these videos were framed to help viewers connect to the video content and messages and to show that the 
company participates in socially responsible behavior. The recommendations and implications provide suggestions 
on how agricultural communicators could incorporate multimedia content into their campaigns to better facilitate 
communication. 
KEY WORDS
Corporate Social Responsibility, Multimedia Content, Qualitative Case Study, User Generated Content
INTRODUCTION
What is in my food? Where does my food come from? These questions have been used to describe the information 
demanded by consumers from the agricultural industry (Hallman, Hebdeb, Aquino, Cuite, & Lang, 2003; Marshall, 2013). 
To meet these demands, multiple food corporations, such as Panera, Monsanto, Whole Foods, and McDonald’s, have 
implemented initiatives to show consumers more about the food they eat (Fishman, 2015). 
This general movement of the population away from the farm has led to a decreased knowledge and understanding of 
the complexities involved in agricultural production systems (Doerfert, 2011; Vilsack, 2014). A declining direct interaction 
with the agricultural industry leaves consumers skeptical of agricultural topics and food production processes and with 
many questions (Goodwin, Chiarelli, & Irani, 2011; Vance, 2012; Whitaker & Dyer, 2000). To answer these questions, 
food-based industries are creating messages, communication materials, and social media campaigns addressing agricul-
tural knowledge gaps such as a campaign run by McDonald’s in 2014.
This manuscript was presented at the 2016 Association for Communication Excellence Conference.
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In the fall of 2014, McDonald’s implemented “Our Food, Your Questions” (OFYQ), a social media campaign aimed at 
providing information behind their food. McDonald’s realized misperceptions existed about its products, product pack-
aging, food quality, and food production and wanted the opportunity to answer questions about its food and production 
practices (Jarboe, 2015). A social media campaign was developed as company researchers found these “myths were 
seeded and growing within social media” (Jarboe, 2015, para. 4). In response, McDonald’s released behind-the-scenes 
videos describing the production processes behind products and answering questions from consumers (Jarboe, 2015; 
Starkman, 2014). Each video centers on specific consumer questions about specific McDonald’s products.
Although the company attempted to answer consumers’ questions by providing information about its food production 
processes, media reports have been indecisive on the success of the campaign (Jarboe, 2015; Starkman, 2014). Starkman 
(2014) explained that although the company made an effort to be transparent in its food production, a better strategy 
might have been to “make truly meaningful commitments to sustainability” (para. 1). Further, Starkman (2014) described 
how the campaign appealed to consumers’ desire to buy from farm to table; however, with mass production needed to 
feed its customers, the campaign actually showed large-scale farms to table. Others have described McDonald’s cam-
paign as being innovative, earning McDonald’s Canadian division awards as the top marketer of the year in 2013 for 
redefining transparency (Laird, 2013). While the success of this campaign to consumers is unclear, it has implications for 
agricultural communicators to learn how corporations have framed informational food campaigns.
Understanding the content of messages and the frames in a food campaign is essential for agricultural communicators 
wanting to market products to consumers. In this study, the content of the McDonald’s OFYQ video campaign was ana-
lyzed to identify how information regarding food production processes and practices was displayed to meet consumers’ 
demands for information. Further, the frames were analyzed to better understand how the company encouraged consum-
ers to buy their products. 
Social Media
Although the development of new agricultural technologies has led consumers away from the farm, it has given birth to 
the development of the internet and social media creating a new model of communication. Social media have provided 
users with a platform that shifts communication away from a one-way distribution model of information. 
Toward a more participatory model of culture, one which sees the public not as simply consumers of preconstructed 
messages but as people who are shaping, sharing, reframing, and remixing media content in ways which might not have 
been previously imagined (Jenkins, Ford, & Green, 2013, p. 2).
Social media have created a platform where organizations create content to attract audience engagement and attention 
(Gladwell, 2000; Jenkins et al., 2013). Social media allow an online form of word-of-mouth communication where the 
audience has the chance to interact with the content distributed and share what they have learned with the masses (Gor-
ham, Lamm, & Rumble, 2014; Jenkins et al., 2013). This user-generated content, or “media content created or produced 
by the general public rather than by paid professionals” (Daugherty, Eastin, & Bright, 2008, p. 16), allows consumers to 
be active and in charge of their media experiences and has made it even more important to understand what motivates 
people to consume particular media (McQuail, 2010). 
Transparency and Corporate Social Responsibility
Social media have also provided a platform for improving relationships with key audience members through transparent 
information (Rawlins, 2008). Holtz and Havens (2009) defined transparency as the degree to which an organization shares 
information with its stakeholders who need to make informed decisions. Disanto and Bortree (2012) explored various 
social media campaigns and found most content to be structured around distributing information to help stakeholders 
make educated decisions and communicating how the company is accountable for its actions. Conversations on social 
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media allow for a larger discussion about companies and their practices that have an impact on an audience’s awareness, 
knowledge, opinions, attitudes, and purchasing decisions (Jacques, 2012). Jacques (2012) also explained social media 
as a platform where the public can express what behaviors and information they perceive as responsible. Through social 
media, the public is able to tell companies what they expect, or demand, as responsible corporate behavior, thus telling 
companies what policies or information is distrusted in the public eye (Jaques, 2012). 
To provide information that meets the demands of the public, companies have used social media to show corporate 
social responsibility and increase trust in their organization (Pivato & Tencati, 2007). Corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
has been defined as an organization’s communication discussing the social and environmental concerns of stakeholders 
(Commission of the European Communities, 2011; Crowther & Aras, 2008). The idea of CSR has allowed companies to 
meet the expectations of their consumers (such as local initiatives and environmental stewardship) while improving trust 
with stakeholders (Murray & Vogel, 1997). As stakeholders see organizations doing what they perceive as the right thing, 
a positive relationship can be developed (Pigott, 2004; Sen & Bhattacharya, 2004). CSR should be high on research 
agendas in public relations as it shows a business is doing the right thing, thus, portraying the organization as more trust-
worthy (Maignan & Ralson, 2002; McWilliams, Siegel, & Wright, 2006; Pearce & Doh, 2005). By making themselves look 
socially responsible, a company gives consumers a good feeling about the organization, and in doing so, have framed 
their messages using components of CSR to meet consumers’ expectations and increase trust. 
Framing
Communicators can use frames to create messages that appeal to a specific audience. Communicators may set a frame 
of reference when readers, viewers, or listeners interpret information based on how it is presented (Scheufele, 1999). 
The communicator must incorporate the idea of capturing the audience by targeting their information toward their need 
for information. Additionally, “the existence of social movements that seek to decrease or prevent common agriculture 
practices demonstrates the necessity for the agricultural industry to be cognizant of pressures to change the status quo” 
(Abrams & Meyers, 2012, p. 64). Agricultural communicators need to be aware of these changes in consumerism and 
cultural values when developing their communication materials. Frames may contain information regarding agricultural 
topics, such as food safety, but they must also meet the consumers’ social expectations to be effective.
Goodwin, Chiarelli, and Irani (2011) concluded organizations and companies need to increase the occurrence of favorable 
agricultural messages to create mental images that are important and essential in the eyes of consumers. Information 
must be framed in a way to give consumers a positive mental image and leave them with a feel-good experience. Addi-
tionally, Goodwin and Rhoades (2011) concluded that consumers who felt emotionally connected with an advertisement 
were more likely to connect with the product. This study showed personal relevancy or emotional appeals may be used 
to connect consumers to their products. 
Further, Gorham, Rumble, and Holt (2015) found specific frames have an impact on consumers’ decisions to buy particu-
lar products based on appealing attributes. Although consumers were interested in buying a socially-accepted product, 
such as local food, they were more interested in products meeting their desired expectations, such as taste, quality, or 
preference (Gorham et al., 2015). In this study, the message frames used in the McDonald’s OFYQ campaign were identi-
fied and described to determine how this campaign incorporated frames to appeal to the consumer. 
PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this study was to examine the McDonald’s OFYQ campaign videos to identify how information regarding 
food production processes was displayed to meet consumers’ demands for information. This insight will help agricultural 
communicators gain knowledge of how the type of content included in a corporate campaign can meet consumer 
demands for food-based information and social expectations. The following research questions guided this study:
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 1. What consumer questions were answered in the campaign videos? 
 2. What food production procedures were described?
 3. What framed messages can be identified in the video campaign?
METHODS
A qualitative case study approach was used to identify content and relevant frames in the OFYQ campaign. A case study 
was selected as it is the evaluation of a particular situation that is intrinsically interesting (Smith, 1978). The qualitative 
nature of this study helped the researchers understand the characteristics of the videos in a particular social setting 
(Altheide, 1996). A qualitative content analysis was chosen to describe the content of the videos (Wimmer & Dominick, 
2003). Rossman and Rallis (2003) described a qualitative content analysis as the “systematic examination of forms of com-
munication to objectively document patterns” (p. 198). In order to identify patterns and examine the frames, a case study 
of all five campaign videos released within the active campaign time period, between October 2014 and February 2015, 
were selected. These videos contained information about five different McDonald’s products containing various agricul-
tural products (eggs, chicken, beef, pork, and potatoes) and were the only videos posted to the McDonald’s YouTube and 
Facebook pages during the campaign’s duration. In addition to identifying the content of the videos, a framing analysis 
was conducted to determine how the corporation sought to position their messages to make consumers more willing to 
purchase their product.
For the video content analysis, ideas (narrated sentences) and multimedia video content were explored. Each video’s 
audio content was transcribed verbatim to allow the researchers to better investigate the verbal narrative of the videos. 
As described by Clandin and Connelly (2000), a detailed narrative allows researchers to understand how content is dis-
played, or framed, through communication. For the second data source, two researchers observed and recorded de-
tailed notes of the video and multimedia content displayed in the five videos individually. Spradley (1979) recommended 
researchers should observe frequently recurring activities in order to make assumptions of the culture or context. In this 
case study, five videos were observed to create descriptions of the events displayed within. To create observation notes, 
two strategies for observation by the researchers were employed. First, the researchers provided grand tour observa-
tions where the major features, or big picture, of the videos were observed and recorded (Spradley, 1979). Next, the 
researchers provided mini tour observation descriptions where each scene was described in detail (Spradley, 1979). The 
scene-by-scene observations allowed for an investigation of “smaller aspects of the experience” (p. 79). In order to en-
sure the credibility of the data, prolonged engagement and persistent observation were used to develop the descriptive 
narrative of video and audio content (Patton, 1999). Further, transferability, or the degree of how well the findings can be 
transferred to other settings or situations, was established through the development of rich and thick audio and visual 
narratives and photo descriptions. These descriptions allow observers of other contexts to make tentative judgments and 
apply the findings to situations with shared characteristics or contexts. 
After the audio and video narratives were collected, the researchers prepared and organized data into themes (Creswell, 
2007). To do so, data were uploaded and organized using qualitative data analysis software, MaxQDA, by the principle 
researcher. Themes were identified using constant comparative analysis via open and axial coding (Glaser, 1965). Similar 
themes were constructed from different phrases, patterns, and words presented in the narrative data and descriptions of 
visual content (Glaser, 1965). The constant comparative method was chosen as it  allows researchers to develop catego-
ries of information, interconnect the categories, and a use these stories to build categories (Creswell, 2013). In order to 
increase the confirmability and dependability of the findings, the researchers developed a detailed audit trail detailing 
the theme formation and provided a description of each of the themes (MacQueen, McLellan, Kay, & Milstein, 1998). Ad-
ditionally, for accuracy and trustworthiness of the themes, the researchers used the methods of peer debriefing to discuss 
and agree on theme formation (Creswell, 2007; Lincoln & Guba; 1985). 
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FINDINGS AND RESULTS
Five videos from the McDonald’s OFYQ campaign were analyzed for this study. Table 1 identifies the speakers in each 
video by name, industry, title, and corporation. 
Table 1
Speakers Featured in “Our Food, Your Questions” Campaign Videos 
Name Industry Title Corporation
Grant Imahara Narrator
Jimmy Rendon Beef Operations Supervisor Cargill
Manoah Crane Beef Food Safety, Quality and  Regulatory Technician Cargill
Wes Bellamy Consumer Teacher, Executive Director of Non-Profit Organization
Nicole Brady Consumer McDonald’s
® Family 
Arches Blogger
Harry Herbruck Egg Executive Vice President of  Operations
Herbruck’s Poultry 
Ranch
Rickette Collins McDonald’s Director of Strategic Supply McDonald’s®
Drew Marsh McDonald’s Manager McDonald’s Fran-chised Restaurant
Amy Steward Poultry Principle Meat Scientists, M.S., C.C.S Tyson Foods, Inc.
Kevin Nanke Pork Vice President, Ph.D. Lopez Foods
Gai Pahamark Pork Food Safety, Quality and  Regulatory Technician Lopez Foods
Koko Neher Potato Production Planner SIMPLOT
Gena Bumgarner Poultry National Account Executive Tyson Foods, Inc.
Based on their credentials and organizations, reputable speakers and experts were featured to add credibility to the 
information presented in the videos. For example, the narrator of the videos, Grant Imahara, was chosen for his role in 
the TV show Mythbusters in an attempt to clarify myths about the McDonalds organization (Jarboe, 2015). The topic of 
each video is indicative of its title each and the initial question asked by the narrator.
Research Question One 
Research Question One sought to identify the type of content discussed in the videos to answer consumer questions. To 
begin, the consumer questions used to form the video were identified. Although many specific, individual questions were 
answered, most answers could be grouped into two main themes: clarifying ingredients and clarifying misperceptions. 
The title of the OFYQ video and the initial question asked by the narrator dictated the topic of the video. The questions 
asked by consumers on social media included the following: “Is McDonald’s Beef Real?, What are McRib Patties Made 
of?, What are McDonald’s Chicken McNugget’s Made of?, Does McDonald’s Use Real Eggs?, and What are McDonald’s 
USA Fries Made of?” These questions resulted in food production videos in the beef, egg, pork, poultry, and potatoes/
produce industries.
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Clarifying ingredients. Throughout the videos, a discussion was created about the food production system to clarify 
which ingredients were included in McDonald’s food products. For example, in the Chicken McNugget video the narrator, 
Grant, asked, “Are those ingredients secret?” (2:48). Amy, a principle meat scientist at Tyson Foods, Inc., replied, 
  
  So the full list is on the website, but some of the ingredients are water, sodium phosphates, and food starch, 
which give us that really juicy bite to the Chicken McNugget. So then it is also salt, to really increase the flavor 
of the product. And finally, rosemary extract which is a natural antioxidant that protects the flavor of the product 
throughout its shelf life (2:51).
In addition to a narrative description, the videos also used visual lists to clarify ingredients contained in the products, 
such as the one seen in Figure 1.
Figure 1.
Observation of the List of Chicken McNugget Ingredients (McDonalds(a), 2014, 2:57)
To further clarify ingredients in their meat products, the videos described menu items as containing a pure product. 
Rickette, a supply director with McDonald’s, explained how nothing was added to the burger patties in response to 
Grant’s question, “So you don’t pour in any wood pulp or other kinds of meat” (1:55). Rickette replied, “Beef in and beef 
out. Nothing else is added” (2:00). 
In the Chicken McNuggets video, Grant asked Amy about the different parts of the chicken used in the Chicken 
McNugget. He questioned, “This is the only part of the chicken that goes into the Chicken McNugget?” (1:56). In 
response, an image showing cuts of chicken could be observed, as seen in Figure 2, while the voiceover described 
the parts of the chicken used. Amy later explained, “Okay, so this is our grinding operation. This is a 100% white meat 
chicken. So the exact same cuts that you saw previously” (2:11).
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Figure 2. 
Observation of the List of Chicken McNugget Chicken Cuts (McDonalds(a), 2014, 1:46)
Clarifying misperception. Discussion in the videos also identified and clarified misperceptions of McDonald’s products 
on the internet and social media. In the McRib video, the consumer representative speaker, Wes, was asked to 
participate in the video based on his comment on social media. He explained, 
  McDonald’s brought me here because of a tweet that they saw. Someone sent me a picture of what I thought 
was a McRib, and I put WOW with a lot of Os and Ws and that I thought it looked disgusting and that I was 
encouraging everyone to never eat anything from McDonald’s ever again. So I think you all [McDonald’s] want 
to bring me here so that I can see how the McRib is made and see if my mind can be changed a little bit. I don’t 
know though I am a skeptic (0:15).
At the end of the video, Wes stated, “All of my questions have been answered [throughout the video].” (4:43). Wes was 
able to see the production practice, view the type of meat being used in the McRib, as well as view the processing of 
the meat. When Wes viewed the final product, he explained “Well that looks a lot different from the picture that I saw on 
Twitter” (4:48).
In addition to social media, Grant explained how search engine inquiries led to photos of what is included in the  
Chicken McNugget,
  Okay, give me that picture [found in Figure 3]. If you do a search on the internet for Chicken McNuggets this 
pops up…Now, they say that this is pink slime. So, if you grind up the parts of the chicken that you use, does it 
look like this? (1:04). 
Amy compares the photograph to the meat used in Chicken McNuggets. Grant clarifies the final ground chicken prod-
uct for viewers when he says, [See this. This (Figure 3) is what people think the final step looks like but it (Figure 3) has a 
completely different texture… This still looks like meat] (3:20). 
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Comparison Detailing Public Perception versus Realty (McDonalds(a), 2014, 3:24)
Research Question Two
Research Question Two sought to identify what food production procedures were described in the videos. Again, 
multiple production procedures were shown, but two main themes emerged during the analysis: ensuring food quality 
and ensuring food safety.
Ensuring food quality. Several procedures meant to ensure food quality were displayed throughout the videos. Two  
sub-themes were developed to further explore these food quality procedures: checking quality throughout the 
production process and ensuring quality in the final product for the consumer.
Checking quality throughout the production process. Throughout the videos, speakers explained how products 
were examined for quality throughout the production process. For example, Jimmy, an operations supervisor at Cargill, 
described the high quality of beef used in the hamburger meat. He said, “When we go on the tour you are going to 
be pretty impressed by the quality of beef we have here” (1:03). To ensure a consistent product, Harry, executive vice 
president of operations for Herbuck’s Poultry Ranch, explained, 
  Once we determined that it [the egg] has met the criteria, the eggs get weighed and it determines if it is a  
large egg. It will be used for the Egg McMuffin or if it is gonna be too large or too small it will be used for the 
liquid egg (1:28).
Ensuring a quality product for the consumer. At the end of each video, products were examined to determine if they 
met consumers’ quality demands of taste. This discussion revolved around the idea of knowing the end product was 
perfect for the consumer. Manoah, a food safety, quality, and regulatory technician at McDonald’s, explained “Well, 
what we are doing here is basically replicating exactly what they do in the McDonald’s restaurants so we know what the 
consumers are going to be getting in the end product” (2:36). Gena, a national account executive for Tyson Foods, Inc., 
explained how her job was to evaluate the Chicken McNugget for quality control; “We are in our sensory kitchen where 
we evaluate nuggets every hour off the line” (4:58).
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Ensuring food safety. Another major food production procedures theme focused on procedures to ensure food 
safety during the production process. Two sub-themes emerged within this theme: interventions used to minimize 
contamination and clean facilities.
Interventions used to minimize contamination. To minimize contaminant and infection risks, the videos indicated 
the food production facilities underwent specific interventions to keep impurities out of food products. Speakers were 
observed wearing clothing items to ensure the safety of the food and the personnel. Refrigeration was described as a 
measure used to minimize infection risk. In the Egg McMuffin video, Harry explains, “They [the eggs] are very warm. So 
we refrigerate everything immediately that way we know bacteria and stuff like that can’t start to grow” (2:38). In the 
beef processing video (Figure 5), the speakers wore protective equipment such as coats, hairnets, helmets, goggles, and 




Observation of Personal Protective Equipment (McDonalds(c), 2014, 1:19)
Clean facilities. In addition to protective gear, ensuring food safety through clean facilities was observed throughout 
the videos. Each of the food production facilities were depicted to be free of clutter and clean and some even displayed 
cleaning materials. In the Chicken McNugget video, a neatly stored hose can be observed in the Tyson Food, Inc.’s 
production plant and freshly hosed floors can be observed around the chicken cutting stations, as seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. 
Observation of Clean Floors in the Tyson Production Plant (McDonalds(a), 2014, 0:35)
Research Question Three
Research Question Three sought to identify what key frames were used to answer the questions in the videos. Three 
emergent themes were found during the analysis: personal relevancy, corporate social responsibility (CSR), and food 
attributes to appeal to customer. 
Personal relevancy. Multimedia content attempted to connect viewers to the videos through the use of personal relevancy. 
Throughout the videos, the idea of personally relevant content was revealed through the use of speakers describing their 
background and how they were skeptical of McDonald’s products, describing the production processes as being similar to 
their cooking processes at home, and explaining their choice to not consume McDonald’s food.
The frame of personal relevancy was shown in the speaker introductions. Wes explained, “My name is Wes Bellamy, and I 
am from Charlottesville, Virginia. I am a teacher at Albemarle High School, and I am also the executive director at HYPE: 
Helping Young People Evolve.” Further, Grant introduced Nicole as, “Nicole Brady, mother of two, had a question about 
McDonald’s eggs” (0:06). Nicole continued the conversation by saying, “I have two kids, and I care about what they eat. 
I care about their health” (0:09). In addition to speaker introductions, personal relevancy was shown throughout the food 
production process. Ties were made to how McDonald’s food preparation practices were similar to those performed 
in families’ homes. Kevin, vice president of Lopez Foods, explained, “We’re following the recipe just like she [Wes’s 
grandmother] does at home” (2:33). In the Chicken McNugget video, Grant connected to viewers when he discussed how 
the chicken was being cut. “I mean there are multiple lines of people making cuts on the chicken just like you would at 
home or just like a butcher would” (1:20). Koko, a production planner at SIMPLOT, a potato company, connected people 
to their food when explaining different types of potatoes; “Potatoes are just like people, they come in different shapes 
and sizes” (3:30). Further, personal relevancy was shown when the speakers described themselves as being unsure of 
McDonald’s products. Grant explained, “I stopped eating them [McDonald’s food]. I felt guilty about eating their food” 
(0:12). In an additional video he said, “It has been 15 years since I have had a Big Mac” (3:40).
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Corporate social responsibility (CSR). The frame of CSR was observed in the videos. In an effort to show McDonald’s as 
a socially responsible company, multimedia content was framed to connect McDonald’s products to the farms where they 
were produced and provided speakers and experts from reputable corporations and sources for the videos.
Farm-to-table. In the campaign videos, many messaged were framed to suggest McDonald’s related their products to the 
farm-to-table movement. For example, Grant traced McDonald’s fries to a potato farm. “So I went to SIMPLOT, and I went 
backwards through the whole process. So I knew exactly how they are made, and I traced it all the way back to here. To 
this, a potato. Pretty simple” (4:17). Additionally, Grant was taken to the farm to harvest a potato. Koko explained where 
the potatoes come from, “All around us, underneath these vines we will find what makes Mac fries…Clear the vines away, 
and start digging” (3:52). Similarly, Harry explained, “So the eggs are very fresh, they just came from the chicken houses 
and they are very warm… Literally, a hundred feet from here would be the first chicken house” (0:54).
Credibility of the source. Throughout the videos, messages were also framed as socially responsible by providing clear 
explanations of who each source was and their credentials to give a tour of the production facilities. Well-known and 
respected companies in the agricultural community were shown in the videos and included Cargill, Herbuck’s Poultry 
Ranch, Lopez Foods, SIMPLOT, and Tyson Foods, Inc. Logos and company names were prominently displayed and 
mentioned in each video. As each speaker was introduced, the company title was provided both via audio and through 
text displayed in the video. Additionally, if the speaker held a high-level degree, that information was displayed as seen in 
Figure 7. 
Figure 7. 
Observation of Introduction of Educational Level and Title (McDonalds(b), 2014, 0:51)
Food attributes to appeal to customer. In the campaign videos, messages were also framed in a way to make McDonald’s 
products appear appealing to customers. Video content showed how certain ingredients increased color, flavor, freshness, 
and texture and how freezing procedures increased the palatability or the taste of products. On-screen text was used in 
many videos to describe how certain ingredients promoted desired characteristics in food products. For example, how 
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dextrose was used to keep the fries a consistent golden color throughout the year or how marinade ingredients in the 
Chicken McNugget were used to make the product appealing to customers: “Adds moisture,” “enhances flavor”, and 
“preserves freshness” (3:06). Procedures were also shown that promoted desired consumer expectations. Before Chicken 
McNuggets are shipped to restaurants, they are partially cooked to maintain a consistent texture, as Grant explained, 
“So, that [partially cooked] is just to get this texture” (4:29). Harry explained how the eggs were fresh, “The fresh shell 
eggs that are used in the Egg McMuffin” (0:42). Additionally, the videos sent Grant and consumers to a McDonald’s 
restaurant to taste the food and comment on how well it met their expectations. Wes found the McRib appealing and 
said, “The sandwich is pretty good man. It is actually really good” (4:42). Grant, when trying his first Big Mac in 15 years, 
said, “That’s good. Really good” 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study sought to identify the content and frames displayed in the McDonald’s OFYQ campaign videos. Because the 
video content was created from user-generated content, specifically questions about particular industries or types of 
foods, it can be concluded that user-generated content is an area where consumers have the opportunity to participate 
and set the tone for the type of media content created by companies such as McDonald’s (Jenkins et al., 2013). Further, 
this finding supports McQuail’s (2010) idea of the consumer being active and in charge of their media experiences as 
they help to determine what type of content is developed in company campaigns. In the findings about video content, 
McDonald’s provided a picture of how their food was created from a cut of meat into the corresponding McDonald’s 
food. DiStaso and Bortree (2012) explained how information about production practices were used to help company 
stakeholders make informed decisions about their products. The information provided by McDonalds could be used to 
help the corporation clarify consumer skepticism of production techniques (Jacques, 2012). The information detailing 
consumer safety, product quality, and personnel safety were also top concerns for the company. For example, when 
asked if lean finely textured beef (LFTB, commonly known as pink slime) was injected into beef and chicken products, 
food producers explained what LFTB was and how it was not used in McDonald’s food. With a public fear of some food 
products, McDonald’s attempted to regain trust by reassuring consumers their food products do not contain LFTB. 
Personal relevancy was also used to connect McDonald’s to the consumer. Speakers introduced themselves as being 
from a particular place, in a certain occupation, or in a specific family role to help connect to consumers on a more 
personal level. The use of personal messages helped McDonald’s connect to consumers through images and narratives 
discussing families and their skepticism of the agricultural industry. Similarly, in Goodwin et al.’s (2011) study, the inclusion 
of personal relevancy helped to connect individuals to corporate sounding messages, thus leading to consumers being 
more willing to buy a particular product.
Additionally, social responsibility was a frame used in the social media campaign. Video content attempted to show 
McDonald’s as a company that sources products from the farm to the table. The idea of sourcing products from farm-to-
table and from local areas was described. The farm-to-table movement is a cultural conception that allows the audience 
to make a connection to sustainable sourcing or local food, and McDonald’s, apparently using Sen and Bhattacharya’s 
(2004) framework, framed their videos to market their products as socially responsible. The findings suggest the OFYQ 
campaign was framed to help the company appear socially responsible in terms of building a healthier, more sustainable 
product from reputable sources
Content was also framed to show how products were produced to meet desired consumer attributes. Having an 
appealing appearance, quality, taste, and flavor were important attributes for McDonald’s consumers and fit the idea of 
framing information to meet a preferred consumer preference (Gorham et al., 2015). However, this campaign failed to 
fully address agriculture by omitting references to live animals, indicating an additional frame. The idea of farm-to-table 
was only incorporated into one video: the potato video. Additionally, McDonald’s failed to take viewers to any farms 
containing live animals. References to live animals were only made in the Egg McMuffin video when Kevin discussed how 
close the poultry houses were; “Literally, a hundred feed from here would be the first chicken house” (1:02). McDonald’s 
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failed to be truly transparent about their production processes; however, this leaves room for agricultural communicators 
to tell the story of the processing of livestock. Online news articles showed inconclusive results on the success of the 
campaign (Jarboe, 2015; Starkman, 2014). Perhaps this perceived failure was due to missing information or a lack of 
animal agriculture portrayed in the videos. Because of missing information, did consumers still have questions regarding 
how animals were treated before harvesting their meat? McDonald’s left many questions for the consumer to ask. Would 
more transparent depictions of animal agriculture in the videos lead consumers to react differently?  
 
The findings of this study provide information for agricultural communications practitioners who wish to implement 
a campaign and utilize user-generated questions. Consumers are no longer a just a receiver of information; they are 
actively participating in media and developing their own content (Jenkins et al., 2013; McQuail, 2010). Communicators 
must be aware of the type of content produced by consumers, and they should strive to actively engage their audience 
through social media campaigns. By engaging and actively participating with an audience, the communicator can set 
the tone or arrange for a topic to be discussed by their audience. 
 
The findings of this study provide content that shows consumers are skeptical or hold misperceptions of the agricultural 
industry (Goodwin et al., 2011; Vance, 2012). These skepticisms or misperceptions often lead to consumer questions 
about the agricultural industry. McDonald’s attempted to answer these questions by providing messages of how their 
food is produced. While McDonald’s attempted to meet the demands of socially responsible practices demanded by 
their consumers, the company was able to market their products in a favorable manner. However, the lack of information 
on animal agriculture or how produce is grown may leave the consumer with further questions. 
 
As agricultural communicators begin to develop their own campaigns from user-generated content, they can use these 
messages to structure their own content. Content in these videos connected consumers to the company by showing 
how they were responsible for food safety and quality. Further, it provided consumers with information to help them 
make better decisions as they could understand what ingredients were in the food and how it was prepared. However, 
future research should be structured on evaluating messages in their impact to connect consumers to how the food 
was grown or raised. Future research should also concentrate on how the public perceived this campaign. An analysis 
of social media comments in response to the videos would help researchers understand how consumers perceived the 
messages and how content was framed. Similar campaigns showing how livestock are raised should be incorporated in 
the evaluation. Future studies could also address how different companies have produced food-based or agricultural-
based media content and how these campaigns were perceived by consumers. Based on the findings of this study, the 
communicator attempted to personally connect with the receiver, therefore, future research should also evaluate how 
the effect of these videos on information processing, trust toward the agricultural industry, and attitude formation. 
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RESEARCH
Promoting Commodities through Comic 
Books: A Framing Analysis of the Captain  
Citrus Campaign
Tiffany M. Rogers, Joy N. Rumble, and Lisa K. Lundy
ABSTRACT
The communication campaign starring Captain Citrus, first released in 2011, was aimed at elementary school students 
with the goals of encouraging health and agricultural literacy, as well as promoting the consumption of Florida orange 
juice. This study was designed as a qualitative, inductive framing analysis of the Captain Citrus comic book series fea-
tured in the campaign. The goal was to identify the prominent frames along with evidence of agricultural perspective and 
promotion throughout the series. The first two editions of the series, totaling 38 pages, were evaluated for the study. The 
results indicated the presence of four predominate frames: “Amazing Inside,” health, responsibility, and empowerment. 
A majority of the agricultural perspective and promotion was found in the form of images, followed by textual men-
tions, and symbolic references. It was determined that the “Amazing Inside” and health frames contributed to meeting 
the campaign objective to boost health literacy. The second objective, to promote agricultural literacy, was somewhat 
endorsed through the agricultural references, however there is an opportunity for this to be strengthened. The presence 
of all four frames aided in the achievement of the final goal, to promote Florida citrus through the sale of orange juice. It 
is recommended that further research be conducted to measure the effects of framing on the attitudes and behaviors of 
elementary school students before and after they are exposed to the campaign materials.
KEY WORDS
Agricultural Literacy, Communication Campaign, Citrus, Content Analysis, Framing
INTRODUCTION
In 2011, the Florida Department of Citrus (FDOC) released an elementary school marketing program that featured its very 
own superhero, Captain Citrus (Florida Department of Citrus [FDOC], 2011). The program was conducted in three Florida 
counties, reaching more than 50,000 students during the pilot period. The pilot was comprised of educational materials 
aimed at conveying the health and nutritional benefits of consuming orange juice. The original intention was for Captain 
Citrus to serve as an educational tool to aid the struggling citrus industry, specifically targeted toward elementary-aged 
children (FDOC, 2011). 
Five years later, the Florida citrus industry is still facing hardships. Production costs have risen, citrus greening has re-
duced supply, juice prices have increased, sales have declined due to shifts in American’s consumption preferences, and 
all of this has been intensified by a slow economic recovery (FDOC, 2013). The Florida citrus industry is responsible for 
This manuscript was presented at the 2016 Association for Communication Excellence Conference.
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65% of the total citrus production in the United States, 90% of which is processed into juice (Florida Agricultural Statistics 
Service, 2013). For this reason, encouraging orange juice consumption remains a primary goal for the FDOC. 
According to Wexler (2013), a gallon of orange juice cost approximately $4.40 ten years ago, in 2014 the average cost 
was $6.20 per gallon. When examining the situation through a monetary lens, it would appear that sales have decreased 
by only 5.2% in the past ten years, with sales totaling $3.49 billion in 2013 (Wexler, 2013). However, the dollar amount 
may not be painting a holistic picture, as consumers are now purchasing less juice at a higher cost. When examining sales 
by volume, it becomes apparent that sales have dropped by approximately one-third over the ten-year time period (Wex-
ler, 2013). Over the past decade, increased competition has developed between orange juice and other beverages. For 
example, in 2003, carbonated beverage consumption in children outweighed that of 100% orange juice (Rampersaud, 
Bailey, & Kauwell, 2003). 
Amidst the current bleak conditions for the Florida orange juice industry, the Florida Department of Citrus recognizes the 
importance of sharing the nutritional benefits of orange juice. Specifically, the FDOC acknowledges the need to reach 
their audience at a young age due to the theories established by Freud, Erikson, and Piaget which state that between the 
ages of six and 11, children establish habits, opinions, and beliefs that can last throughout their lifetime (Meyer, 1998). 
The information provided by the FDOC to elementary students promotes science literacy. Its focus is two-fold as it lends 
itself to both the health and agricultural arenas as students discover the nutritional benefits of drinking orange juice and 
understand where their juice comes from. These two entities, health and agricultural literacy, mesh well together as found 
by Trextler, Johnson, and Heinz (2000). It was determined that it is important for “youth to understand the food produc-
tion and consumption system in order to make well reasoned decisions regarding personal health and the environment” 
(Trextler et al., 2000, p. 30). 
Beyond increasing awareness of the health benefits of orange juice and providing the agricultural context for which it is 
produced, the goal of the FDOC is to promote the Florida citrus industry through the sale of orange juice. The FDOC 
aims to increase orange juice sales, making elementary school students a prime target to receive the information. It is 
typically thought that the parents in a household are the key decision-makers, but the decision-making power is shifting 
more and more into the hands of their children. Children are viewed in three different lights when it comes to their role 
as a consumer, first, as their own primary market; second, as influencers of their parents’ buying habits; third, as possible 
future adult consumers (Wilson & Wood, 2004).
With the given current state of the Florida citrus industry and its goals to reach elementary school students to provide 
health and agricultural knowledge, as well as promote the citrus industry, it was time for the FDOC to assess the Captain 
Citrus campaign that was released in 2011. It was determined that the 2011 Captain Citrus campaign was not meeting 
its goals and objectives (FDOC, 2013). Thus, the development of the revamped Captain Citrus campaign was released in 
2014. In a million dollar partnership formed with Marvel Entertainment, the FDOC has unveiled John Polk (Captain Citrus’ 
everyday alias). John stars in the Captain Citrus comic books and resides at his family’s Central Florida citrus grove. When 
John morphs into Captain Citrus, he draws his power from pure Florida sunshine. Captain Citrus joins the Avengers to 
fight off evil, but before he does, he always drinks a glass of orange juice to kick start his day. (For the purposes of this 
paper, let it be noted that “John Polk” and “Captain Citrus” refer to the same individual. The name “John” will be used 
to reference the character while in his normal, human form and “Captain Citrus” will be used to address John when he 
has morphed into his superhero alias).
The evolution of the agricultural industry and consumers have increased the need for agricultural communicators to 
share relevant, correct, timely, and understandable information to create an agriculturally literate society (National FFA 
Organization, 2002). The average American is three generations removed from the family farm (American Farm Bureau 
Federation, 2015). While lacking first hand agricultural experience, consumers have the ability to wield a great deal of 
power and affect serious change as they are able to make individual choices, influence the choices of others, and cast a 
vote with their food dollar (Tuckermanty et al., 2002). The need for agricultural communicators to be able to share the 
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message of the agricultural industry is becoming ever more pressing and to answer this call they have begun utilizing 
communication campaigns. 
Communications campaigns have become commonplace in today’s media and public relations. Many industries have 
invested in these campaigns in hopes of delivering a message designed to achieve specific objectives. More recently, 
the agricultural industry has begun developing educational and advertising campaigns of their own (Telg & Irani, 2012), 
Captain Citrus being one example. The hope of these campaigns is to narrow the gap between the industry and consum-
ers, as well as promote their product by “communicating a message, using appropriate tools packaged for specifically 
targeted audiences and strategically framed messages” (Telg & Irani, 2012, p. 283). Agricultural communicators play a 
huge role in the development and execution of these campaigns. 
Messages and campaigns have been strategically crafted and framed to highlight agriculture and give consumers greater 
insight. However, there is still a disconnect between even the most well-intentioned campaigns and the perception of the 
American public (Stevenson, 1997). The agricultural industry is well equipped and adjusted to communicating amongst 
itself, but it continues to struggle when reaching those outside of industry borders (Boone, Meisenback, & Tucker, 2000). 
To begin to create a more agriculturally literate and appreciative society, there is a need to understand the intricacies 
of the communication campaigns that connect the agricultural industry and the public (Boone et al., 2000). This need is 
expressed as the Informed Choices Priority in the National Research Agenda of the American Association of Agricultural 
Education (2012). Campaigns can be very costly, as in the case of Captain Citrus, and they are a reflection on the entire 
agricultural industry, providing additional reasoning for the need to study and evaluate the content and effectiveness of 
these campaigns.
By specifically considering the frames and agricultural perspective presented throughout the Captain Citrus campaign, 
specifically the comic book series, an understanding of how information has previously been presented by agricultural 
communicators will be gained. Clarifying these pieces of the framing process will allow agricultural communicators to 
be better equipped to craft strategically framed messages that will be well received by the public and as a result create 
a more agriculturally literate society. This purpose of this study was to uncover the frames and communication lessons 
presented throughout the Captain Citrus campaign that can be applied to other commodity campaigns.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Frames are often compared, much as the name implies, to a frame placed around a photograph or painting (Reese, Gan-
dy, & Grant, 2001). In this metaphor, a communicator plays the role similar to that of an artist by choosing the frame or 
boundaries through which to present the scene (Bryant & Zillmann, 2002). The chosen frame allows the audience to see 
just a “slice” of the overall picture (Reese et al., 2001). The images, symbols, comparisons, arguments, vocabulary, and 
statistics used to present an issue are all elements combined to form a frame. 
Frames are abstract in nature, however they serve to provide a framework to organize and structure social meanings 
(Bivins, 2007). Frames serve several purposes, they allow for interpretation of the world surrounding an individual, they 
are cognitive shortcuts to help make sense of complex information, they provide meaning through selective simplifica-
tion, and they serve as a field of vision for a problem (Bivins, 2007). Through these different purposes, it becomes clear 
that framing occurs on two different levels, it is both a micro-level and macro-level construct (Scheufele, 1999). On the 
micro-level, framing portrays how individuals form opinions and impressions of information based on their pre-existing 
frameworks and schema (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). The macro-level of framing occurs at the hands of communi-
cators as they design messages revolving around issues. As communicators frame a message, the goal is to frame the 
message in such a way that resonates with the underlying schema and frameworks of their audience members. By doing 
so, framing allows communicators to convey extremely complex information in a way that the lay public can understand 
(Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). 
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The act of macro-level framing depicts the creation of frames through a deliberative, analytic, and strategic process 
(Chong & Druckman, 2007). The framing that a communicator designs at the macro-level, has direct implications on the 
frame interpretation that occurs at the micro-level with individual audience members. Frames carry a great deal of weight 
in suggesting how people should understand new information. When it comes to an issue or event, such as those related 
to agriculture, as new frames are introduced, they significantly shape audiences’ attitudes, actions, and opinions (Bryant & 
Zillmann, 2002). These conceptualizations of an issue by individuals or the reorientation or confirmation of their thinking 
as a result of framing, are known as framing effects. According to Druckman (2001) framing effects occur when “in the 
course of describing an issue or event, a speaker’s emphasis on a subset of potentially relevant considerations causes 
individuals to focus on these considerations when constructing these opinions” (p. 1042). Chong and Druckman (2007) 
expand further on framing effects by saying “these occur when (often small) changes in the presentation of an issue or 
an event produce (sometimes large) changes of opinion” (p. 104). Due to the large influence framing effects can have 
on the audience, it becomes necessary to understand the frames that are present in agricultural campaign materials and 
messaging.  
To explore the frames presented throughout the Captain Citrus comic book series, a framing analysis was employed. 
Semetko and Valkenburg (2000), discussed the functionality of a framing analysis, highlighting its ability to identify trends 
in information revolving around an issue and compare variations across different sources. Several issues presented in the 
media have undergone framing analyses. Issues such as political power, social security, foreign policy, and immigration 
reform are among this list (Provalis Research, n.d.). Agricultural issues are no exception, they too have also been sub-
jected to these analyses, issues such as bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) (Ashlock, Cartmell, & Kelemen, 2006), 
salmonella in salsa ingredients (Irlbeck & Akers, 2010), organic food labeling (Klintman & Boström, 2004), and cultured 
meat (Goodwin & Shoulders, 2013) have been analyzed.
While an extensive number of framing analyses have been conducted on media portrayal of agricultural issues, fewer 
studies have focused on the framing of the messages put forth by the agricultural industry itself. One such study, con-
ducted by Van Gorp and van der Goot (2012), sought to investigate the frames used by principle stakeholder groups 
(including those in the agricultural industry) in their campaigns promoting sustainable food and agriculture. Van Gorp and 
van der Goot (2012) uncovered six interpretive framing packages including responsibility, undermining foundations, nat-
ural goodness, and progress, as well as the good mother, and Frankenstein frames. This study provided insight into how 
frames are deployed and how frames vary based on the sources, including those based in the agricultural industry. Van 
Gorp and van der Goot (2012) provided an example of how framing can be utilized to relay complex agricultural messag-
es in a digestible way to the public. 
Gaining insight into how agricultural messages are framed allows for a greater understanding of consumers and their 
perceptions toward the agricultural industry and the framing effects that have the potential to influence them. This study 
sought to add to this knowledge base to create more effective strategically framed messages to promote agricultural 
commodities and to strengthen communication between industry communicators and the public. 
PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
This study aimed to understand the frames presented throughout the Captain Citrus campaign. The framing of messages 
leads to framing effects, which ultimately has the potential to shape the public’s beliefs, opinions, and actions toward 
the agricultural industry. For this reason, this understanding will allow agricultural communicators to communicate more 
effectively through campaigns with consumers. The research objectives were as follows:
Research Objective 1: 
Identify the predominate frames utilized in the Captain Citrus comic book series. 
Research Objective 2: 
Identify evidence of agricultural perspective/promotion in the Captain Citrus comic book series.
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METHODS
The intent of this study was to evaluate the content presented through the Captain Citrus campaign, particularly the utili-
zation of frames. For these reasons, a qualitative, inductive framing analysis was employed to conduct the content analy-
sis of the Captain Citrus comic book series. This analysis addressed both comic book editions within the series (“Choose 
Wisely” and “Amazing Inside”). The first edition consisted of 20 pages and the second edition was 18 pages in length. 
All pages were considered in the analysis including front and back covers, advertisements, and comic book pages. A 
qualitative framing analysis was chosen to analyze this content due to the influence of this theory on audience percep-
tions when presenting new information and its key role in understanding how messages are received (Entman, 1993). A 
qualitative analysis was selected for this study because of the attributes of qualitative research. The value lies in its ability 
to provide in-depth illustrations, rich descriptions, and highlight the interpretation of information from various viewpoints 
(Sofaer, 1999). The approach of an inductive framing analysis was taken due to its ability to distinguish frames from an 
open range of possibilities as they emerge (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000). This design lends itself to manual coding of 
the materials versus machine coding, this allows for greater flexibility in the process of discovering frames beyond pre-de-
termined frames that would be identified in an initial coding scheme for mechanical coding (Chong & Druckman, 2007). 
To view the content in a holistic manner and to maintain the integrity of the material, the comic books were first ana-
lyzed in their entirety (Johnston, 2005). According to Titscher, Meyer, Wodak, and Vetter (2000), this allows for further 
micro-analysis to be put into context and to prevent the meaning from being distorted if first viewed in isolation. The 
micro-analysis was then performed on individual passages. The intent of the micro-analysis was to examine individual 
components extracted from, but not disconnected from the greater work. This analysis was then generalized and justifi-
cation was developed for the presence of frames (Creed, Langstraat, & Scully, 2002). Coding instructions were developed 
by the researcher to assist in analyzing each page of the comic book series. The instrument recorded various logistic 
pieces of each page, as well as qualitative data such as images, words, and phrases that contributed to predominate 
frames. The primary researcher, a master’s student in agricultural communications, coded every page. A co-coder, also a 
master’s student in agricultural communications, was selected to code 20% of the pages to ensure inter-rater agreement 
(Hruschka, Schwartz, St. John, Picone-Decaro, Jenkins, & Carey, 2004). The reason for seeking inter-rater agreement was 
twofold: first, to ensure quality control throughout the coding process and secondly, for the information “produce[d] from 
[this] qualitative inquiry to remain useful and credible in applied and multidisciplinary settings” (Hruschka et al., 2004, p. 
324). Any discrepancies in coding were solved through discussion.
The process of coding was used to identify initial frames which were then further refined (Saldaña, 2012). As outlined 
above, the first step was provisional coding and then the data was reread looking for units or variables of meaning and 
logistical components of each page were recorded. The logistic pieces of information that were transcribed included the 
edition, title, page number, and type of page. The units of meaning were in the form of sentences, phrases, language 
choices, and images. To determine the frames that were present, elements of framing were identified. Elements of 
framing included the present tone, symbols, figurative language, themes, and visual images, as well as those that were 
excluded. These items along with framing techniques were noted on the physical page. For the purpose of this study, 
Entman’s (1993, p. 52) definition of a frame and framing techniques was utilized, “To frame is to select some aspects of a 
perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating context, in such a way as to promote a particular prob-
lem definition, casual interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described.” These 
techniques are defined by the aforementioned elements of framing. The techniques that were utilized were recorded 
along with the present frames. The final variable that was examined was evidence of agricultural perspective/promotion. 
The existence of this evidence was determined through mentions of the agricultural industry, terminology reflective of 
the agricultural industry, facts or statistics that support foundational agriscience knowledge, and symbolism that suggests 
influence from the agricultural industry.
The constant comparative method of qualitative analysis (Glaser, 1965) was used to analyze the data and reconceptualize 
the identified frames. This was done through “comparative assignment of incidents to categories, elaboration and refine-
ment of categories, searching for relationships and themes among categories, and simplifying and integrating data into 
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coherent theoretical structures” (Dominick & Wimmer, 2010, p. 120). To combat researcher bias and reactivity, reflexivity 
was employed throughout the coding and analysis processes to ensure validity of the study (Kolb, 2012).
Common limitations within qualitative research are the researcher’s interpretation of the data and the sample size that is 
available to be evaluated (Pauly, 1991). At the time of this study, only two editions of the Captain Citrus comic book se-
ries had been released, containing approximately 20 pages each. Due to the small number of pages available to analyze, 
to address this limitation, all pages were included in the analysis. Ideally as more editions are released, they will be made 
available for inclusion in this study. Due to the nature of qualitative research, this study has the potential to be limited by 
researcher bias. This study is also limited in its ability to assess the effectiveness of the campaign as it stands on its own 
as a framing analysis. 
RESULTS 
There were 38 pages that made up the sample of content coded for this framing analysis. Of these 38 pages, 20 
belonged to the first edition and 18 to the second edition. Each edition consisted of both a front and back cover, 
one game/puzzle page, and four advertisement pages, the remaining pages were devoted to the actual comic book. 
All pages within the editions were coded to identify the frames presented by the campaign through the comic book 
medium.
Research Objective 1: 
Identify the predominate frames utilized throughout the Captain Citrus comic book series. 
In its entirety, the comic book series relied on the framing technique of utilizing stories. According to Fairhurst and 
Starr (1996), this is accomplished by framing a subject with an anecdote in a vivid and memorable way. Four primary 
frames were distinguished during the framing analysis in response to the first research question. The four primary frames 
included “Amazing Inside,” health, responsibility, and empowerment. 
“Amazing Inside” Frame
“There’s Amazing Inside” serves as the tagline for the Florida Department of Citrus and is prominently featured 
overarching its logo. This logo, with accompanying tagline, graces the front cover of both Captain Citrus comic books. 
Not only is this phrase incorporated in the branding of Florida citrus but the “Amazing Inside” frame was also the most 
prevalent of all the frames revealed throughout this study. The FDOC (2013) helps to better understand this frame by 
digging deeper into this phrase and explaining that it means life’s best stuff is on the inside and it’s not just what’s inside 
but what you get out of it. 
The “Amazing Inside” frame manifested itself throughout the comic books in several ways. As aforementioned, it is first 
seen as part of the FDOC logo on both covers, it is also seen on several advertisements throughout the series, as well 
as in the story line of the comic book itself. The first advertisement featured a young boy playing soccer with a glass of 
orange juice off to the side. The following statement from the advertisement contributed to this frame, 
  
  Every serving of 100% Florida orange juice delivers an amazing combination of nutrition and flavor- all with 
no sugar added. And it gives you just the right kick you need to get in the game and make your own amazing 
moments happen.
The hashtag on the advertisement also portrayed this frame, “#AmazingInside.” The second advertisement showcasing 
the “Amazing Inside” frame, was set against the backdrop of an orange grove with a glass of orange juice hovering in 
the foreground. The word “Amazing” overarches the glass. Inside the glass are the five attributes that contribute to the 
“amazing-ness” of Florida orange juice: taste, vitamin C, potassium, folate, and no added sugar. This advertisement 
encouraged readers to find more information at www.FloridaCitrus.org/Amazing5. 
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The phrase “Amazing Inside” was predominately featured on the cover via the FDOC logo and throughout 
advertisements in the first edition, however it gained prominence within the second edition as “Amazing Inside” was 
now spotlighted as the actual title of the edition. Once again, the FDOC and logo were placed on the cover of the 
edition. The phrase also appeared once more on this cover as a term used to describe Captain Citrus himself. The two 
previously mentioned advertisements were present within this issue as well. 
The “Amazing Inside” frame was also exhibited through the actual storyline of the second edition. This was seen during 
a conversation between John and his sister, Deb. After inspecting an orange that has been subject to storm damage, 
Deb hands it to John saying, “Look at this.” In response, John peels the orange and says, “You know as well as I that just 
because something looks a certain way on the outside, doesn’t mean what’s inside is any less amazing.” John continues, 
“They always say, it’s what’s on the inside that counts.” 
Health Frame
The health frame was the second most salient throughout the series. This frame encompassed all aspects of health, 
taking into account both nutrition and physical activity aspects. The frame was especially prevalent throughout the 
advertisements within both comic books. One advertisement displayed the My Plate graphic with the accompanying 
statement “Captain Citrus follows the My Plate guidelines to make smart food choices that keep him healthy and fit.” It 
then described the desired daily requirements in each of the following categories fruits, vegetables, protein, dairy, and 
grains. This was followed by “Captain Citrus’ Physical Challenge: stay powered up with 60 minutes of physical activity 
every day, and drink 100% Florida orange juice for the energy to stay active!”
A second advertisement also appeared in both editions and was previously mentioned as demonstrating the “Amazing 
Inside” frame as well, this was the ad of the young boy playing soccer. The statement “every serving of 100% Florida 
orange juice delivers an amazing combination of nutrition and flavor,” speaks to the health frame, in addition to the 
image of the boy engaging in physical activity.
At the end of the first edition, Captain Citrus reflects on his adventures with the Avengers and states, “And just think, it 
all started with a glass of orange juice.” This is one of several examples throughout the series where orange juice was 
given credit for Captain Citrus’ abilities and experiences. Another example occurred in edition two as John outlines how 
he is taking care of himself, “Besides I’m eating right…drinking my OJ.”
Right from the very beginning, the second edition lent itself to the health frame as the cover depicted an image of 
Captain Citrus surrounded by health terms to describe his amazing physical attributes. These terms include “femur bone 
density,” “resting heart rate,” and “quadriceps muscles.”
Responsibility Frame
The responsibility frame played into the idea of a greater purpose or calling. In this frame, thinking goes beyond one’s 
self and begins to consider the needs of others and the difference that one individual can make. Throughout the 
series, Captain Citrus discusses the duty he feels compelled to fulfill. The responsibility frame boils down to choices, 
more specifically Captain Citrus’ abilities to make the right choices for himself and others. In edition one, the following 
conversation takes place as John’s father warns him to proceed with caution when joining the Avengers in battle. John 
says, “I have to, Pop. For whatever reason, those solar pods chose our backyard to fall into…and me to bond with…now 
I have to use them.” He continues to say, “I know mom and dad are worried…but lives are at stake and I’ve been given a 
gift that could save them.” Later in edition two, John shares a similar sentiment, “these solar pods have given me a new 
power…and responsibility. To our family, our community…to myself.”
Empowerment Frame
An investment of power was displayed through the empowerment frame. It shows enablement and ability as Captain 
Citrus realizes his powers. He becomes more aware of what he is capable of and confident in his abilities. This is 
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demonstrated in the first edition through the following declarations made by Captain Citrus, “Let’s show the world what 
Captain Citrus can do,” and, “The leader wasn’t kidding when he said the metal manipulator could defend itself…but so 
can I.”
Edition two holds arguably the best example of empowerment as it illustrated the moment when Captain Citrus realizes 
what it is exactly that powers him. In that moment he proclaims, “Wait a minute. It wasn’t the pods that protected our 
house from the storm. It was me! I acted to protect and the pods followed. It’s not the tools that grant the power…the 
power is inside!”
Research Objective 2: 
 Identify evidence of agricultural perspective/promotion throughout the Captain Citrus comic book series.
Much of the agricultural perspective that was provided throughout the series was in the form of images. Numerous 
pages boasted images of oranges, orange juice, and orange groves in Central Florida within advertisements and through 
cartoon depictions in the comic. The FDOC logo was placed on the cover of both editions and was also found on 
advertisements within the comic book. 
Textual agricultural references were more seldom, but definitely present. Frequent mentions were made about Florida 
citrus products such as oranges, tangerines, and grapefruit, as well as 100% Florida orange juice. A portion of the 
series takes place in an orange grove in Central Florida which receives several acknowledgments. Beyond the general 
agricultural references, the first specific reference occurs toward the end of the first edition after Captain Citrus has been 
injured. As he is lying on the ground, Black Widow exclaims “Look! There’s some interaction occurring between the pods 
on his wrists and the soil.” After the interaction occurs and Captain Citrus is revitalized he comments, “The feedback 
from the lightning…it knocked me for a loop. I should’ve been a goner, but farmers down here…well, we’re stronger than 
anyone knows.”
A large portion of the second edition takes place as a flashback that occurred “weeks ago, at the Polk grove in Central 
Florida.” During this time, a storm quickly approaches and items fall from the sky, described as “seeds.” Toward the end 
of the second edition, Captain Citrus reflects over his experiences and shares the largest direct agricultural connection 
the comic book series has to offer by stating, “You know, I’ve always felt connected to the land – to the orange grove. 
The nutrients in the soil, the climate – every element came together in just the right way to create this place.” 
Throughout the series indirect references are made to issues currently effecting the Florida citrus industry which are 
personified through the villains that Captain Citrus battles. “Extreme cold and frost” is brought about in the first edition 
by The Leader – Gamma Enhanced Evil Genius. In the second edition “the climate just isn’t what it used to be” according 
to Blizzard – Cold Hearted Villain who also has the ability to decrease the value of land.
CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this study was to gain greater insight into the frames and the agricultural perspective presented through the 
Captain Citrus comic book series. The FDOC’s objectives in regards to this campaign were as follows 1) convey the health 
benefits of consuming Florida citrus 2) relay the agricultural practices through which Florida citrus reaches consumers 3) 
promote the consumption of Florida citrus, specifically orange juice (FDOC, 2013). As this study sought to explore the 
predominant frames expressed, it can be concluded through a qualitative, inductive framing analysis that the four pre-
dominant frames were “Amazing Inside,” health, responsibility, and empowerment. 
The identified frames were aligned with the objectives of the campaign. The health and “Amazing Inside” frames that 
were present support with the first objective of the campaign by providing insight to the nutritional and “amazing” ben-
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efits of Florida citrus. The “Amazing Inside” frame tended to focus on the nutritional benefits of the juice such as taste, 
vitamin C, potassium, folate, and no added sugar. The health frame focused more on the benefits to Captain Citrus and 
the reader from drinking 100% Florida orange juice such as increased energy, good nutrition, and positive physical attri-
butes. These two slightly different frames used to convey the health benefits of citrus may resonate with the underlying 
schema and frameworks of different audience members (perhaps youth and their parents), thus ensuring that the health 
benefits are communicated to a broader audience (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). Additionally, the demonstration of 
these frames through the amazing fruit inside the orange peeled by Captain Citrus and Captain Citrus’ good physical and 
health attributes allow the nutritional benefits to be communicated in a way that readers of the comic books can easily 
relate to (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). 
The second campaign objective, was somewhat met through the evidence of agricultural perspective and references 
made. While the comic books featured pictures of citrus groves, products, and trees as well as made reference to the 
challenges that weather introduces and the hardiness of farmers, they failed to highlight practices of the industry such as 
planting, caring for, harvesting, transporting, and processing citrus. Trextler et al. (2000) said it is important for “youth to 
understand the food production and consumption system in order to make well reasoned decisions regarding personal 
health and the environment” (p. 30). Thus, an opportunity exists to creatively highlight these practices in the comic story 
line and campaign materials, thus meeting objective two of the campaign while furthering reader knowledge of practices 
associated with citrus production and enabling them to make well-reasoned decisions. 
The responsibility and empowerment frames correspond with the third objective of the campaign, by educating consum-
ers about the power of choice and how to exercise that choice to choose Florida orange juice. The health and “Amazing 
Inside” frames also corresponded with the third objective of the campaign by encouraging the consumption of 100% 
Florida orange juice to have the energy to stay active, to fulfill good nutrition, and to have the same positive health 
and “amazing” attributes displayed by Captain Citrus. Similar to objective one of the campaign, these two different 
approaches to encouraging consumption of 100% Florida orange juice likely appeal to the schema and frameworks of 
different audience members (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). Holistically, the campaign packaged strategically framed 
messaged tailored to its specific target audience of elementary school students as prescribed by Telg and Irani (2012).
RECOMMENDATIONS 
As discussed in the conclusions, the Captain Citrus campaign features four primary frames, “Amazing Inside,” health, 
responsibility, and empowerment. It should be ensured that these frames fashioned at the macro-level are crafted  
strategically and deliberately (Chong & Druckman, 2007). This practice should be embraced to guarantee that campaign 
messages are framed in a way that will resonate with the existing schema of the intended audience, in this case elemen-
tary school students (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). The campaign has an opportunity to further highlight agricultural 
practices related to citrus production. It is recommended that the campaign consider ways to strengthen the agricultural 
perspective/promotion, perhaps through additional comic books in the series or through teaching or promotional  
materials. Campaign organizers should consider creative ways to present the complexities of agricultural practices in a 
way that is understandable to the target audience (Scheufele & Tewksbury, 2007). Strategies such as using Captain Citrus 
to demonstrate the practices or using villains to demonstrate the need for a practice may be beneficial. Frames should 
also be utilized in campaigns to present a field of vision for consumers to better understand the problems (Bivins, 2007) 
facing the agriculture industry. Renewed efforts to strengthen the agricultural components of the campaign should be 
tested with the target audience during development to ensure that the desired influence on attitudes, perceptions, and 
actions is being achieved (Bryant & Zillmann, 2002). For children to make informed choices in terms of their health and 
the environment, an understanding of food systems is necessary (Trexler et al., 2000), therefore campaigns should focus 
on the promotion of both agricultural and health literacy through framing.
Further research is recommended to analyze the content and effectiveness of the Captain Citrus campaign. While this 
study served as an in-depth qualitative analysis of framing of the Captain Citrus comic books, it is recommended that  
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further research be conducted with a quantitative approach. Additional content analysis should be performed, consid-
ering the different appeals presented throughout the comic book series. To measure the ability of the Captain Citrus 
campaign to meet its objectives, it is also recommended that research be conducted to gauge its influence on attitude 
and behavior changes in audience members before and after being exposed to the material, thus measuring micro-level 
framing and framing effects (Druckman, 2001). It is recommended that further research be conducted as a summative 
evaluation of the campaign’s objectives, as well assess the impact of the campaign using McGuire’s model of attitude 
change. It is also suggested that research be conducted testing the effectiveness of comic books as a means to com-
municate agricultural messages versus other mediums. This study’s focus was placed on the comic book series, further 
research should aim to examine other materials within the Captain Citrus campaign including the website and teaching 
resources. It is also recommended that this research be replicated in different contexts with other agricultural commod-
ity campaigns. Through the continued study of message frames, the disconnect between agricultural messages and the 
perception of the American public can be further understood. 
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RESEARCH
Tweeting with Authority: Identifying  
Influential Participants in Agriculture-Related 
Water Quality Twitter Conversations 
Ashlan E. Wickstrom and Annie R. Specht 
ABSTRACT
In August 2014, Toledo, Ohio, experienced a dangerous algae bloom that led to a citywide water ban. News media 
coverage of the incident was widespread, as was social media conversation. Opinion leadership has been linked to news 
media agenda setting, and social media users are capable of generating considerable social influence within the sphere 
of their social networks. To better understand the dynamics of the conversation—especially as it pertained to agricul-
ture—both during and after the water ban, the researchers used a social media analysis platform to identify high-influ-
ence Twitter users who participated in water-quality discussions about the Toledo water ban. Narrowing the search to 
agriculture-related discussion, the researchers revealed a dearth of agriculture-related content and also identified three 
categories of Twitter users in the conversation, including news sources, activists, and agriculture advocates. The research-
ers also found that Ohio users in post-ban discussions tended to be more influential than those who participated during 
the water ban. Identifying these users allows practitioners to monitor influential accounts for emerging issues and to 
engage with authoritative users in their geographic regions. The researchers also recommend that agriculture advocates 
exercise restraint in publicly speaking out about the industry’s involvement in environmental issues.
KEY WORDS
Opinion Leadership, Social Influence, Social Media, Water Quality
INTRODUCTION
In the summer of 2014, news spread like wildfire through the city of Toledo, Ohio that quality tests indicated that large 
amounts of an algae known as microcystis were found in the water of Lake Erie (Henry, 2014a). A citywide ban was placed 
on the water supply, and residents were without drinking water for two days, relying upon donated and store-bought 
bottled water after a state of emergency was declared by Ohio’s governor (Dungjen, 2014; The Blade, 2014). In the 
aftermath of the water ban, a series of community caucuses were arranged, and the city faced a great deal of vitriol from 
citizens and officials who blamed “agriculture, sewage plants, lawn fertilizers, runoff from our millions of miles of streets 
and parking lots” for the city’s water-quality failings (Henry, 2014b, para. 60). Similar conversations continued beyond 
these gatherings as individuals sought answers and a place to express their concerns.
During the ban and in the weeks and months following, community leaders used the social media platform Twitter to 
communicate with affected stakeholders, legislators, and other interested parties. Regional news stations and political  
This manuscript was presented at the 2016 Association for Communication Excellence Conference. The study was 
funded by the Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center (OARDC) SEEDS grant program.
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figures provided up-to-date information and details about the events; the local newspaper, the Toledo Blade, even 
utilized a hashtag (#EmptyGlassCity) to encourage readers to discuss the water ban online (The Blade, 2014). As time 
passed, many conversations took a cause-and-effect angle, addressing possible reasons for the spike in dangerous toxins. 
Again, agriculture became a topic of hot debate among the online audiences following news surrounding the water ban. 
Given the importance of social media in crisis situations (Graham, Avery, & Park, 2015), our research team believed that 
identifying how and when individuals bring agriculture to the forefront of online conversation is perhaps just as important 
as who engages in this discussion. This study was undertaken to demonstrate that not all social media participants carry 
equal influence during crisis events and that size of followership and message timing are of great importance.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Opinion Leadership and Agenda Setting
Within social networks, whether online or in-person, opinion leaders serve as the primary means through which informa-
tion, innovation, and ideas spread. “Opinion leadership is earned and maintained by the individual’s technical compe-
tence, social accessibility, and conformity to the system’s norms” (Rogers, 2003, p. 27). Opinion leaders have typically 
been described as individuals who are more interested in particular issues than their peers, who offer their opinions more 
readily, who are sought after by others who value their points of view, and who are socially embedded (Shafer & Taddick-
en, 2015; Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955). 
Opinion leaders are not a demographically homogenous group: Shafer and Taddicken (2015) described what they 
dubbed “mediatized opinion leaders,” individuals who augment or replace interpersonal communication with online 
conversation and whose characteristics differ from “traditional” opinion leaders. Mediatized opinion leaders still demon-
strate higher-than-average investment in issues but have more online friends than traditional opinion leaders, tend to be 
younger (under 29 years of age), and are more likely to be female than traditional media opinion leaders.
Opinion leadership within traditional media has long been considered the primary means through which opinion and 
awareness of events pass to citizens with influential outlets setting the media agenda by telling readers and viewers 
“what to think about” (Neuman, Guggenheim, Jang, & Bae, 2014, p. 193; McCombs & Shaw, 1972; Cohen, 1963). In 
today’s changing media climate, however, digital influencers are beginning to counterweigh traditional agenda-setters 
(Neuman et al., 2014; Shafer & Taddicken, 2015). For example, Meraz (2009) found that “the independent blog platform 
is redistributing power between traditional media and citizen media” (p. 701). Micro-blogging platforms like Twitter 
“allow citizens more influence and power in setting news agendas” (Meraz, 2009, pg. 701). In a comparison of online and 
traditional news agendas, Neuman et al. (2014) found that social media users “spend a lot more time discussing social 
issues such as birth control, abortion, and same-sex marriage and public order issues such as drugs and guns than the 
traditional media” (p. 210). Activist thought is encouraged online than in traditional news outlets.
Influence in Social Media
The role social media networks play goes far beyond users conveying personal opinions and experiences. Individuals 
have the ability to share and interact with others who may share or oppose viewpoints. Some draw only a few followers, 
while some have access to thousands (or even millions). With greater networks and stronger connections, almost any user 
of Twitter today can gain influence and authority on the platform. An influential “uses his or her visible position in a large 
network to spread messages widely” (Dubois & Gaffney, 2014, p. 1261). Twitter users of high influence can effectively 
draw attention to certain ideas and issues by bringing them to the attention of users within their networks. “Influencers 
not only have the ability to reach a large number of people, but also have their audience’s attention, and in some cases, 
their participation” (Goldsmith, 2015, p. 135). 
Researchers use a number of metrics to determine users’ influence within social networks, including knowledge and inter-
action. User authority is another way to measure an individual’s activity and presence on Twitter. This measure is based on 
“retweets,” or when an original tweet is shared on another user’s profile, allowing the second user’s network to view the 
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original post. The number of retweets are measured along with consideration of profile statistics and number of followers 
(Bray, 2013). The Sysomos MAP online data gathering system used in this study classifies users based on authority with 
levels ranging from 0 (no authority) to 10 (highest authority).
Twitter Characteristics and Uses
Twitter, a microblogging platform that limits users to 140-character “tweets,” was selected as the social medium of inves-
tigation for this study. Twitter was selected for several reasons. First, Sysomos Media Analysis Platform (MAP), the online 
social media analytics program used to gather data (described further in Methods, below), has a high level of access to 
Twitter data through the Twitter Firehose, which gives license holders access to all tweets in real time (“Sipping,” 2011). 
Twitter is a social media platform that has the ability to produce a large amount of data in a relatively short amount of 
time (in this case, three months). Its format is simplistic yet dynamic in that users are given restraints in which to craft their 
tweets, but the single message can rapidly draw attention through retweets, shares, or likes if a user has acquired a high 
number of followers and has established a profile of high authority. 
Another contributing factor in the decision to use Twitter as the target platform was a study released by Pew Research 
Center outlining the demographic makeup of Twitter users. Their 2015 Mobile Messaging and Social Media report found 
that a large percentage of users had at least a college degree, lived in urban areas, and made above $50,000 per year 
(Duggan, 2015). Usage by men and women as well as usage across ethnic backgrounds tended to be evenly distributed, 
with a majority of users being between the ages of 18-29 or 30-49. These characteristics are traditionally associated with 
opinion leaders within both online and geographic communities, who tend to be socioeconomic, educational, or political 
elites (Dubois & Gaffney, 2014). 
These things—opinion leadership status paired with a strong influence over a large following—allow for quick develop-
ment of a single group or individual agenda. Many users have the ability to instantly provide a large amount of content 
to a very engaged population. Understanding the dynamics at play within prevalent conversations on Twitter provides 
greater insight into how topics like agriculture are brought to the forefront during water-related crises.
PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
For crisis communicators, knowing which users are playing the largest role in shaping or driving the Twitter conversation 
allows for close monitoring of the people introducing and leading conversations on topics of interest. In the context of 
this study, interest lies in the prominent users who focused on agricultural causes in the months following the Toledo 
water ban. To this end, the purpose of this study was to identify the most-followed and–shared Twitter users during the 
Toledo water ban and to compare them with those during the three months following the water ban. The researchers 
developed the following objectives to guide this study:
  RO1:  To identify high-authority Twitter accounts in Ohio that engaged in water-quality conversations surrounding 
the Toledo water crisis, both during and after the ban;
  RO2:  To describe the agriculture-related Twitter conversations surrounding the Toledo water crisis, both during 
and after the water ban;
  RO3:  To categorize high-authority Twitter users who engaged in conversations surrounding agriculture and  
Toledo water quality; and
 RO4: To compare Ohio Twitter accounts’ authority in agriculture discussions during and after the water ban.
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METHODS
Sampling
Tweets related to the Toledo water ban were gathered using Sysomos Media Analysis Platform (MAP). Sysomos MAP 
allows users to collect both social and traditional media conversations and creates detailed reports on conversation 
sentiment, demographics, geography, and key influencers on platforms ranging from Twitter and Facebook to Instagram 
and YouTube (PR Newswire, 2009). Using Sysomos MAP, the researchers created a Boolean search query to isolate tweets 
related to water quality in the Lake Erie Basin region of Ohio: “(water OR “water quality”) AND (Ohio OR Toledo).” Two 
searches were conducted to limit content to two different time frames. The first search was limited to the dates of the  
water ban (August 2, 2014 – August 4, 2014). The second search included the three months following the water ban 
(August 5, 2014 – November 5, 2014). Both searches generated over 10,000 tweets each. To make the data more man-
ageable, the researchers downloaded Microsoft Excel spreadsheets containing a random sample of 3,000 tweets per 
search. These tweets were then sorted in Excel according to Sysomos’s proprietary user authority levels—with a score of 
1 indicating little authority and a score of 10, highest authority—and filtered by geographic location, limiting the users to 
those in Ohio.
Data Analysis
One researcher—the primary coder—undertook a quantitative content analysis of the resulting data. The coder analyzed 
both data sets for tweets that included agriculture-related words, such as agriculture, farm or farming, fertilizer, or runoff, 
using the “Find” feature in Excel. These terms were identified as those that often appeared in state, local, and national 
news coverage of the Toledo crisis. Both researchers reviewed the data set and agreed upon the inclusion or exclusion of 
tweets based on agriculture-related content. In total, 259 tweets were included in the data set: 49 posted during the ban 
and 210 posted afterward.
After the Twitter data set was finalized, discrete users who took an active role in producing these agriculture-related 
tweets were then identified and categorized. The primary coder coded each user according to their perceived association 
or occupation based primarily on previous content produced and their Twitter profile biography. This analysis resulted in 
the emergence of three categories of users: activism-centered users, information sources, and agriculture affiliates. Both 
researchers came to agreement upon the identification and categorization of Twitter users involved in agriculture-related 
content during and following the water ban, and spot checks were used throughout the process to ensure coder  
reliability. 
FINDINGS
RO1: Influential Twitter Accounts in Ohio During and After the Water Ban
Most definitions of “opinion leadership” identify proximity, or social embeddedness, as a key component of influence. 
Therefore, the researchers sought to identify Twitter users or accounts within Ohio that engaged in water-quality discus-
sions about the Toledo water ban. The results for during the ban (Table 1) and post-ban (Table 2) are displayed below. 
News organizations rated highly in both searches, with local television and radio stations and newspapers appearing 
most often. Other influential individuals included politicians, writers, and journalists. Ohio Farm Bureau was the only 
agriculture-related Twitter account to appear either pre- or post-crisis before the data was filtered for agriculture-related 
keywords.
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Table 1
High-Authority Twitter Accounts and Users in Ohio that Engaged in Water Quality Discussions During the Toledo 
Water Ban
NAME TWITTER HANDLE LOCATION TYPE AUTH
Clevelanddotcom @Clevelanddotcom Cleveland, OH News 9
Rob Portman @senrobportman Columbus, OH Politician (Sen-R) 9
The Toledo Blade @Toledonews Toledo, OH News 9
WDTN @wdtn Dayton, OH News 9
WSYZ ABC 6 @wsyx6 Columbus, OH News 9
Brittany Gibbons @brittanyherself n/a, OH Internet Personality 8
David Pepper @davidpepper Cincinnati, OH Politician (Rep-D) 8
Garden Chat w/Bren @bg_garden n/a, OH Blogger 8
News Radio 610 WTVN @610wtvn news News/Politics News 8
Ohio_Politics @Ohio_politics n/a, OH News/Politics 8
Ryan Wichman @ryan_wichman Toledo, OH News/Meteorologist 8
Toledo Tweets @Toledo_tweets Toledo, OH News 8
WHIO Radio @whioradio Dayton, OH Radio 8
Amy Taylor @nomeatballs Columbus, OH Writer 7
Henrietta (top that) @nonnydee n/a, OH Personal 7
Jill Miller Zimon @jillmillerzimon n/a, OH Writer 7
Mike Brandyberry @didtribewin Cleveland, OH Sports Writer 7
News Radio 1370WSPD @1370wspd Toledo, OH News Radio 7
Ohio_EMA @Ohio_ema n/a, OH Gov. Organization 7
Ohmi News @Ohminews Toledo, OH News 7
Patricia @porcelain10 Cleveland, OH Personal 7
Rusnivek @rusnivek n/a, OH Personal 7
Sara Hegarty @sarahegarty Toledo, OH Personal 7
Social In Toledo @socialtoledo Toledo, OH Toledo News 7
The Sound of Ideas @soundofideas Cleveland, OH Radio Show 7
Todd Finnerty, Psy.D. @drfinnerty Cleveland, OH Psychologist 7
Greeds World @greedsworld Columbus, OH Music Producer 6
Aaron Shafer @shafedaddyfresh Columbus, OH Student 6
Adam Hansen @adamhansen Toledo, OH Blogger, Entrepreneur 6
Amanda Rabinowitz @a_rabinowitz Cleveland, OH Radio Host 6
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Table 2
High-Authority Twitter Accounts and Users in Ohio that Engaged in Water Quality Discussions After the Toledo  
Water Ban
NAME TWITTER HANDLE LOCATION TYPE AUTH
10tv @10tv Columbus, OH News 10
wkyc @wkyc Cleveland, OH News 10
dispatchalerts @dispatchalerts Columbus, OH News 10
13abc @13abc Toledo, OH News 9
Toledonews @toledonews Toledo, OH News 9
wsyx6 @wsyx6 Columbus, OH News 9
Ohio_digital @ohio_digital Cincinnati, OH Business 9
[City]dailynews @daytondailynews Dayton, OH News 9
Wlwt @wlwt Cincinnati, OH News 9
Ohio_tourism @ohio_tourism n/a, OH Government 9
Ohio98babe @ohio98babe n/a, OH Personal 8
kittyfitz50 @kittyfitz50 n/a, OH Personal 8
1800hurtnow @1800hurtnow n/a, OH Personal 8
wkycweather @ wkycweather Cleveland, OH News 8
philominax @philominax n/a, OH Personal 8
toledodaily @toledodaily Toledo, OH News 8
thetrivshow @thetrivshow Independence, OH Radio 8
Toledo_tweets @toledo_tweets Toledo, OH Parody 8
City of Dayton @cityofdayton Dayton, OH Government 8
Ohio Politics @ohio_politics n/a, OH News/Politics 8
Ohio Farm Bureau @ohiofarmbureau Columbus, OH Ag Non-Profit 8
Toledo Zoo @toledozoo Toledo, OH Zoo 8
Ryan Wichman @ryan_wichman Toledo, OH TV Meteorologist 8
Vindicator @vindicator Youngstown, OH News 8
Joe Cimperman @joecimperman Cleveland, OH Politician 8
917wvxu @917wvxu Cincinnati, OH Radio 8
Ohiodotcom @ohiodotcom Akron, OH News 8
Portia Boulger @portiaboulger Chillicothe, OH Personal 8
Wcpn @wcpn Cleveland, OH News Radio 7
Wally Water Drop @wallywaterdrop Cleveland, OH Water Masco 6
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RO2: Agriculture-Centered Twitter Conversations During and After the Water Ban
From the data set during the water ban (August 2-4, 2014), 49 tweets, or less than 2%, were focused on agriculture’s 
contribution to the spike in levels of microcystis found in Lake Erie. Following the ban, this number increased fourfold 
with 210 tweets focusing on agriculture’s role in the lake’s contamination. (Examples of these Tweets can be found in 
Table 3.) A cursory review of the non-agriculture tweets generated during the water ban revealed that Twitter users were 
less interested in the antecedents of the emergency than in finding access to clean water, resulting in the relatively small 
number of agriculture-related tweets.
Table 3
Prevalence and Examples of Agriculture-Focused Tweets Before and After the Toledo Water Ban
Agriculture-focused tweets during crisis (n=49) Agriculture-focused tweets post-crisis (n=210)
@jillmillerzimon: “RT @guardianeco Farming practices and 
climate change at root of Toledo water pollution http://t.
co/09htFIKHK5”
@chadlivengood: “Farms are focus of studies on drinking 
water toxin from blue-green algae blooms on #LakeErie 
http://t.co/FNh510okgX #GreatLakes #Toledo”
@gingerspice44: “RT @Mind_Of_Peace Should we just 
keep ignoring that agricultural chemicals have left the 500 
00 people in Toledo without water?
@newsongreen: “Toledo Loses Drinking Water to Algal 
Bloom From Farm Runoff http://t.co/f29XnAoZU6”
@kevinkimmich: “RT @tickerguy http://t.co/cJLlbjGah4 
And Now  The Farm Pollution Gets You #water #Ohio”
@art_news: “The truth you’re not being told about the 
Toledo water crisis in Ohio: Chemical agriculture poisoned 
the water http://t.co/UhWmur1Tpq”
RO2: Types of Twitter Accounts Involved in Agriculture-Related Water Quality 
Conversations
Three user categories emerged upon further analysis of the data (Table 4). 
Table 4
Users of High Authority or Influence Categorized by Primary Content Focus
Category Twitter Handle Name Cause/Specialty Additional  Resources Location
Activism-Centered @mbarlondsmith Michelle Barlond Environmental Facebook Battle Creek, MI
@thesqueezeny The Squeeze food truck/catering
Anti-production agricul-
ture, vegan lifestyle thesqueezejuice.com New York, NY
@soldier_777 ”Joseph“ ףסן Animal Rights n/a n/a
Information Source @davidkesmodel David Kesmodel Bureau Chief of WSJ ag, commodity, and food LinkedIn Chicago, IL
@chadlivengood Chad Livengood
Detroit news reporter, 
provides coverage on 
water/EPA issues
Facebook, Staff Page Lansing, MI
@goirish1951 Patrick McDonough
Cornell Vet Medicine, 
zoonotic disease, animal 
health
Cornell, NY
Agriculture Affiliate @fit2farm Rebecca Davis Hog farmer and blogger Blog Michigan
@newburgequip Newburg  Equipment Farm Equipment sales Facebook, Website Melbourne, AR
@adambrent1 Adam Brent
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The first category of users—activism-centered—consisted of those who consistently produced content seeking to engage 
in conversations to promote their stance. Information sources were those users who provided newsworthy or scientific  
information, and whose network viewed them as knowledgeable or informed in a certain area of focus. Agriculture affili-
ates were the individuals who spoke from experience in agriculture or agriculture-based organizations and businesses.
RO4: Ohio Twitter Accounts’ Authority in Agriculture Discussions Before and After the  
Water Ban
The researchers examined the authority scores of Ohio Twitter users who participated in agricultural conversations during 
and after the water ban (Table 5). Within Ohio, the user authority level fell from 50% of users at Level 5 authority during 
the crisis to 33% post-crisis. Far more authority Level 6 users were engaged post-crisis than during. Overall, the percent-
age of tweets by users of authority levels 6-9 increased across the board; the percentage of Level 5 users was the only 
category to decrease.
Table 5







5 120 50.63 109 33.75
6 74 31.22 122 37.77
7 23 9.70 39 12.07
8 13 5.49 33 10.22
9 7 2.90 20 6.19
Total 237 100.00 323 100.00
CONCLUSIONS
In a time of growing social media use around the world, the ability for individuals to gain influence within their social 
media networks grows as well. One tweet in the wake of a crisis may take hold in the influx or be carried away by the 
stream of breaking news and updates. Understanding interactions and conversation in a network can help provide insight 
into who influences topics and how they arise. In the case of the water crisis in Toledo, Ohio, during the two-day water 
ban, the most influential users from the primary search set were providing critical news updates and information. As time 
went on, however, the focus shifted to causes and effects of the algal blooms in the lake. Mentions of agricultural causes 
became more common as individuals began to speculate in the aftermath when the issue became less immediately 
pressing. 
Based on the analyses of these users and their affiliations, the researchers concluded that individuals who were involved 
in activist-type organizations or groups were among the most outspoken against agriculture and the most likely to post 
information implicating the industry. Being able to identify these users provides access to networks that can be monitored 
for emerging issues and that should be involved in the communication process as those issues arise. 
The rise in higher authority users within the post-ban data set for the state of Ohio compared to during the ban could 
be attributed to awareness and growing media coverage in the months following, drawing a larger number of users and 
increased discussion following the Toledo water ban. The decrease in authority Level 5 users may also indicate that these 
lower-authority users produce less content related to the same topic over time. An alternate theory is that the growth in 
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publicity drew more individuals of higher authority to become engaged in conversations surrounding the issue. Another 
possibility is that lower authority users during the crisis may have been retweeting health and safety content regularly to 
stay up to date with changes, rather than producing their own content as many were after the crisis.
IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Perhaps the most intriguing finding of this study is the dearth of agriculture-related content generated by Twitter users 
during and after the Toledo water ban. The lower-than-expected number of agriculture-related tweets suggests that the 
general public was less focused on the environmental antecedents of the water ban than ways to prevent it from hap-
pening again. The lack of content also suggests that agricultural advocates may due more harm than good when publicly 
disclaiming sole responsibility for the algae blooms—they may actually be raising more awareness of the industry’s role in 
the microcystis outbreaks than existed prior to the water ban. Though industry proponents want to avoid appearing reac-
tive, waiting to respond increases the likelihood of affected parties negatively perceiving the industry’s role and reduces 
opportunities for positive engagement (Houston et al., 2014).
The results of this study suggest many other practical uses. Agricultural communicators could use the results of this 
study to engage with high-authority social media users to prevent information gaps from forming in the event of future 
water-quality issues in the Lake Erie basin. They should also monitor activist accounts to identify emerging issues before 
they become full-fledged crises. This proactivity could improve public perceptions of agriculture. Implementing listening 
software like Sysomos to aid this process would also be beneficial. Extension practitioners can utilize information gained 
through finding and monitoring influential users to better identify those who should be involved in the conversation on 
social media platforms like Twitter. Having the ability to identify these users of high authority in their territories provides a 
means to influence through the sharing of information within and beyond their networks.  
Areas for further research include a deeper analysis of the movement of information through networks during crises such 
as these. In doing so, researchers could identify secondary users beyond the opinion leaders to gain a broader map of 
networks related to specific causes or events. Another area that can be further investigated is the reason for a decrease 
in Level 5 or mid-authority users, perhaps to better understand the fluctuations that each authority level experiences 
throughout the timeline of crisis events. This may help with identifying the best timing and target audience for profes-
sionals utilizing Twitter to generate as many views and interactions as possible.
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RESEARCH
Exploring Perspectives of the Student  
Competencies Needed to Advocate for  
Agriculture
Garrett M. Steede, Laura M. Gorham, and Erica Irlbeck
ABSTRACT
The agricultural and natural resources industries are increasingly faced with remarks and skepticism from consumers 
and activists alike. Equipping those in industry as well as college graduates with skills to effectively share agriculture’s 
story through a variety of mediums continues to increase in importance. This qualitative study sought to explore 
learning objectives and curriculum goals that agricultural advocates have for an undergraduate agricultural advocacy 
course. Phone interviews with individuals involved in agricultural advocacy revealed two-way communication skills were 
important when communicating with the public. Active listening, communicating with an open mind, communicating 
at a level of understanding, and equipping oneself with an arsenal of industry knowledge and contacts were found to 
be key learning outcomes for a course such as this. Further, role-playing activities, professional experiences, and online 
media communication abilities were also found to be important class assignments, activities, and skills that would allow 
students to perfect these two-way communication skills. From the findings of this study, undergraduate educators may 
have a better understanding of the importance of incorporating two-way communications into their curriculum as well as 
have a guideline for developing a course for agricultural advocacy within their agricultural education, communications, 
and leadership programs. The findings of this study may also help communications practitioners and Extension 
personnel as they prepare for agricultural advocacy efforts within their organizations. 
KEY WORDS
Advocacy, Curriculum, Changing Public Perception, Two-way Symmetrical Model of Communication
INTRODUCTION
According to a study completed by the Pew Research Center in 2015, a large gap exists between public perceptions 
and knowledge of science and scientists’ opinions (Funk & Raine, 2015). Funk and Raine (2015) found gaps exist in 13 
different areas of scientific enterprise, ranging from climate change, energy, space-exploration, and agricultural process-
es. In one example, Funk and Raine’s (2015) findings suggested 57% of the general public believed genetically modified 
organisms were unsafe for consumption; whereas, 88% of scientists affiliated with the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science (AAAS) believed genetically modified organisms were safe for consumption. Previous researchers 
within the agricultural community have also found consumers do not accept what scientists say as truth (Center for Food 
Integrity, 2014; Ruth, Gay, Rumble, & Rodriguez, 2015). Researchers have also reported an increasing level of skepti-
cism when it comes to processes and procedures within the agricultural industry (Weatherel, Tregear, & Allinson, 2003; 
Zimbelman, Wilson, Bennett, & Curtis, 1995). At the same time, an increasing number of consumers want to know about 
their food, how it is produced, and where it is grown (Smith, 2014). 
This manuscript was presented at the 2016 Association for Communication Excellence Conference.
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In this quest for information, consumers are frequently misinformed about food production (Ruth et al., 2015). Previous 
researchers found scientists have had trouble communicating with the general public as the public has difficulties seeing 
differences between their attitude toward an agricultural company or industry and the scientific information being 
delivered by these same companies (Folta, 2012; Ruth et al., 2015). Further, anti-agricultural activists have also been 
known to disseminate a wide variety of information that can portray agriculture and natural resources in a negative light 
(Cooper, 2009). Due to large gaps in perceptions, knowledge, and experiences between these multiple parties and 
the difficulties of these agricultural organizations to communicate about science, Telg and Irani (2012) recommended a 
higher level of effective communication is needed between agriculturalists and consumers. Students realize the need 
to be trained in this form of communication as well. McLerran (2015) found students requested a course in agricultural 
advocacy to help equip them with skills needed to intelligently communicate with an audience that may not understand 
the agricultural sciences.
To communicate more effectively, conversations are being created by individuals, organizations, and companies involved 
in agriculture to ensure accurate information is being disseminated to the public to counteract the communication of 
inaccurate information (Moore, Meyers, Irlbeck, & Burris, 2015; Fraser, 2001). Through social media and other online 
platforms, individuals have taken it upon themselves to disseminate information and answer questions about agriculture 
creating an online, two-way communication channel between agriculturalists and consumers (Agriculture Proud, 2015; 
Blythe, 2015). 
Agricultural blog sites have allowed for those involved within the industry to share particular stories about agriculture 
(Moore et al., 2015). Whether these sites promote the entire industry such as Agriculture Proud, or a specific industry 
such as Kids, Cows and Grass: Life on a Kansas Cattle Ranch (2015), bloggers have been able to discuss multiple stories 
associated with the industry. At the same time, organizations and companies, such as the National FFA Organization and 
the United Soybean Checkoff, have also participated in agricultural outreach. In Texas FFA’s agricultural advocacy contest, 
students have been prepared to advocate for the industry by promoting local, state, and national agricultural programs 
and by learning how to educate the consumer and general public about the importance and value of the industry (Texas 
FFA Association, 2015). The United Soybean Checkoff has created a campaign, Find your Common Ground, where 
volunteer, female farmers have conversations through online tools and word-of-mouth about their personal experiences 
in growing and producing food (Common Ground, 2015). Additionally, organizations have also used videos to provide 
transparency and distribute information about their organizations and agricultural producers such as The Udder Truth 
campaign from Dairy Management Inc. (The Udder Truth, 2016).
Academic programs must be structured to prepare students to communicate in a variety of ways (Corder & Irlbeck, 
2016). Current agricultural communications programs have emphasized a variety of skills to include advertising, 
journalism, photography, public relations, and public speaking; however, there is a need for programs to ensure 
students are well versed in public speaking, conflict resolution, as well as two-way communication (Corder & Irlbeck, 
2016). Previous researchers have described the need for academics to keep up with the needs and recommendations 
of agricultural communications professionals to produce graduates prepared to enter the workforce (Doerfert & 
Miller, 2006; Terry, Vaughn, Vernon, Locaby, Bailey-Evans, & Rehraman, 1994). Additionally, Corder and Irlbeck (2016) 
explained, “cooperation between faculty and industry can continually ensure students are learning the skills necessary 
to be a desired job candidate and then succeed in the workplace” (p. 16). In the past, the purpose of the agricultural 
communications academic discipline was to teach students how to inform rural audiences about agricultural sciences; 
however, as the field has evolved, the need for distributing information to an urban audience arose (Tucker, Whaley, & 
Cano, 2003). Large (2014) explained the need for agricultural communications courses to “strive to educate students to 
effectively communicate the message of agriculture to multiple audiences through various media” (Large, 2014, p. 8).  
For the purposes of this study, the researchers sought to understand the need for developing a course to strengthen  
the distribution of information about agriculture through two-way communication between agriculturalists and agricultural 
consumers. 
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Grunig and Hunt (1984) introduced the two-way symmetrical model of communication as a public relations model. The 
model focuses on developing mutual respect through negotiation to achieve a mutual understanding between message 
sender and receiver (Grunig & Hunt, 1984). Grunig and Hunt’s (1984) model was based upon the diachronic model devel-
oped by Thayer in 1968 (Culbertson, 1989; Thayer, 1968). The model incorporated similarities including the exchange of 
knowledge, opinions, and willingness to adjust objectives, beliefs, and behaviors on account of the parties’ opinions and 
situations (Grunig & Hunt, 1984; Thayer, 1968). Further, the two-way symmetrical model allows communicators to adjust 
the way they communicate their information based on the needs and behavior of the receiver (Grunig & Hunt, 1984). 
The two-way symmetrical model of communication differs from one-way persuasive communications that deliver spe-
cific framed messages to change opinion (Grunig & Hunt, 1984). In a two-way model of communication, the message 
sender attempts to engage stakeholders by making the information relevant and necessary (Morsing & Schultz, 2006). In 
this engagement, the “primary aim is to bring about mutual understanding, rational agreement, or consent” (Morsing & 
Schultz, 2006, p. 328). In agricultural sciences and natural resources industries, the model has been known as the “best 
strategy when dealing with activists” (Cooper, 2009, p. 23). For example, Cooper (2009) found a win-win situation arose 
when using two-way communication to respond to activists about environmental issues. The opportunity to communicate 
allowed activists to voice their criticism and misunderstanding and afterward the communicator responded with feed-
back, ultimately, supporting an attitude change. 
Duncan and Moriarty (1998) indicated a conversation and a relationship could be built using three components: inform-
ing, listening, and answering. Information must be sent from sender to the receiver. Typically, information may be sent 
via Lasswell’s (1948) traditional communication model where the source develops the message, the source distributes the 
message via a communication channel, and the receiver accepts the information. However, in a two-way communication 
format, after the receiver decodes the information, the receiver has the opportunity to provide feedback to the message. 
Two-way communication may arise in face-to-face situations such as public hearings (Greer & Bruno, 1996). Other places 
to facilitate two-way communication may include social media outlets and interactive online websites (Qu et al., 2015). 
Listening before responding has also been proven to increase the value of a product in the marketing world; for exam-
ple, Duncan and Moriarty (1998) explained “when communication is foremost and listening is given as much importance 
as saying, interactive relationships become the focus” (p. 2). In the third stage, the communicator provides a response 
to the message receiver or a “reversal of the flow, an opportunity for communicators to react quickly to signs resulting 
from the signs they have put out” (Schramm, 1973, p. 51). The message sender’s answer allows for the communicator to 
provide an appropriate response to the receiver’s attitude, behavior, and informational needs (Duncan & Moriarty, 1998; 
Qu et al., 2015). 
As agricultural organizations continue to see the need for hiring agricultural communicators, it is important that grad-
uates are prepared to meet the needs and expectations of these organizations (Morgan, 2010). Previous researchers 
suggested a higher level of communication needs to be formed between agriculturalists and consumers (Ruth et al., 
2015; Telg & Irani, 2012). Further, current communication strategies to advocate for agriculture have been developed 
through online media such as social media, blog sites, and interactive websites (Moore et al., 2015). As noted by previous 
literature, clear communication strategies are needed to form conversations about agriculture between consumers and 
agriculturalists. Blackshaw and Nazzaro (2004) have discussed how conversations can be formed in a variety of ways from 
face-to-face communication to conversations through online media. To promote a conversation between two parties, the 
theoretical framework of the two-way symmetrical model of communication was used to guide this study.
PURPOSE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The purpose of this qualitative study was to understand undergraduate students’ needed knowledge and experiences 
when advocating for agriculture from the perspective of agricultural advocates. The results of this study will be used to 
design undergraduate curriculum for a course focusing on developing communication strategies that help narrow the 
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gap between public perceptions and reported scientific findings. The following research questions were used to achieve 
this purpose: 
  
 1. What are the participants’ experiences with advocating for agriculture? 
  
 2.  Based on the participants’ experiences, what skills are needed for new college graduates in regard to their 
ability to advocate for agriculture?
  
 3.  What activities and/or assignments can be implemented in a course targeted at developing agricultural  
advocates? 
METHODS
Qualitative research was chosen due to its ability to deeply understand how perceptions and experiences relate to one 
another (Ary, Jacobs, & Sorenson, 2010; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). In this study, semi-structured one-on-one interviews 
were chosen to interview seven individuals who were identified as influential contributors to agricultural advocacy. 
To gain information about agricultural advocacy, purposive sampling was used for this qualitative study. To meet the 
needs of the research questions, participants were identified as influential contributors to agricultural advocacy (Dooley, 
2007). The researchers collaboratively made a list of individuals who regularly speak about agricultural advocacy strat-
egies at various agricultural conferences. These individuals are also active through the AgChat Foundation. Telephone 
interviews were selected for this study as the targeted individuals were dispersed throughout the United States. Tele-
phone interviews allow researchers to gather information rapidly from participants despite any geographical limitations or 
barriers (Janesick, 1998). Additionally, studies have shown that telephone interviews compare fairly positively with face-
to-face interviews (Janesick, 1998). Of the 10 individuals who received recruitment emails, seven agreed to participate in 
the study. 
The interview guide was developed based on recommendations from the literature (Birks, Chapman, & Francis, 2007; 
Erlandson et al., 1993; Gaskell & Bauer, 2000). A semi-structured interview protocol was selected as it gave the researcher 
the freedom to move away from the question guide to form a conversation with the participant (Erlandson et al., 1993). In 
order to build rapport with participants, the researchers asked the participants questions about their occupation and their 
experiences with agriculture (Birks et al., 2007). After the researcher built rapport with the participants, the remaining 
questions of the interview guide were aimed at gathering information needed to meet the research questions (Gaskell & 
Bauer, 2000). To meet the first research question, the interviewees were asked to discuss their experiences advocating for 
agriculture. For research questions two and three, the researchers focused on developing questions regarding the objec-
tives and outcome goals for an agricultural advocacy course, and the methods for achieving these goals in a classroom 
setting. According to recommendations by Guion, Diehl, and McDonald (2011), environmental triangulation was ensured 
by interviewing multiple people from varying locations around the United States to minimize any effect location might 
have on the findings. 
All data were collected in November 2015 to minimize the history effect (Ary et al., 2010). All interviews were complet-
ed by one researcher and recorded for accuracy (Guest, Bonce, & Johnson, 2006). The primary researcher, a doctoral 
student studying agricultural communications, created transcripts of the interviews. Transcripts of the interviews and field 
notes were used in data analysis (Krueger & Casey, 2000). To ensure credibility, member checks were used as after the 
interview, the participants’ conversation with the interviewer was summarized, and the participant had the opportunity to 
verify, add, or subtract information (Kreuger & Casey, 2000). The researcher assigned pseudonyms to each participant, 
transcribed the interviews, and analyzed data for each participant using the constant comparative method (Glaser & 
Strauss, 1967).
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To ensure trustworthiness during the data analysis process, the primary researcher created an audit trail detailing the 
theme formation thus increasing the confirmability and dependability of the results (MacQueen et al., 1998). Further, 
the researchers conducted data analysis debriefing sessions to reduce bias (Guba, 1981). Transferability was established 
through the use of long detailed quotations in the findings. Lincoln and Guba (1985) explained transferability as the de-
gree of how well findings can be transferred to other settings, situations, or participants. “The ‘thick description’ that has 
been generated, however, enables observers of other contexts to make tentative judgments about applicability of certain 
observations for their contexts and to form ‘working hypotheses’ to guide empirical inquiry in those contexts” (Erlandson 
et al., 1993, p. 33). After the primary theme formation, the co-researchers confirmed the final themes for accuracy and 
trustworthiness (Erlandson et al., 1993). These findings are limited to the questions asked and how the discussions were 
interpreted, which are common limitations in qualitative research (Pauly, 1991).
FINDINGS
In order to fulfill the purpose, seven individuals were interviewed to understand their perceptions of an undergraduate 
student’s needed knowledge to advocate for agriculture. 
RQ1: What are the participant’s experiences with advocating for agriculture?
The first research question aimed to explain the participant’s experiences with advocating for agriculture. Seven individu-
als from across the United States participated in the study. Three of the participants were from a non-agricultural back-
ground. Agricultural experiences ranged from livestock operations to row crop farms. The participants were involved in 
large corporations, non-profits, and entrepreneurial enterprises where they were active in blogging and social media. The 
participants explained how agricultural advocacy can be in multiple forms. Below, a description of the participant’s expe-
riences with agricultural advocacy is explained. The participants described 1) how they became involved in agricultural 
advocacy, and 2) their current agricultural advocacy efforts. 
Involvement in agricultural advocacy. During their introduction, the participants explained how they began advocating 
for agriculture. Elizabeth explained how her lack of an agricultural background helped her to spread the word about agri-
culture to those not from an agricultural background, 
  I was actually a city kid growing up…had no connection to agriculture and then ended up marrying the son of 
dairy farmers. Being the city kid, I understood a lot of the questions that people had about food and farming 
and about what we do, because I was that person not that long ago. I started using social media just like any-
body does…just to keep in touch with friends and things like that and the agvocacy part grew from just being 
online and talking about my life to where it is today.
Becky described how her agricultural advocacy efforts arose from her professional work as an agricultural communicator,
  
  I have worked professionally in the ag social and digital media space. I work very specifically with consumer out-
reach in social media as well as influential programs. As far as agvocacy for me, I kind of am more of the neutral 
party. I am no longer on the farm, so as odd as it may seem, I have more of a natural connection with consum-
ers, as I am not on the farm every day. 
Matt’s roots in agricultural advocacy began as a want to communicate about agriculture with a public audience. He ex-
plained, 
  It was six or seven years ago now when I met on Twitter, three other individuals. The four of us had a shared 
vision of the opportunity social media presented for the agricultural community to be able to reach out to our 
consumers and our customers in a way that we had never had available before that carried real time, real con-
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versations, and the ability to answer questions one-on-one with the opportunity for tens of thousands of others 
to also see the conversation at the same time…
Current agricultural advocacy efforts. The participants were asked to describe their agricultural advocacy efforts. The 
majority of the participants indicated social media was a main component of their agricultural advocacy efforts. For ex-
ample, Kirstin explained, “I run our Facebook account, Twitter account, and Instagram account.” Sam explained, “I blog, 
Twitter, all that I’ve been doing for a few years.” Anna explained how her agricultural advocacy efforts included farm 
tours. She explained how she, “Worked on a farm through grad[uate] school that has a lot of visitors, so we are constantly 
doing [farm] tours. I worked with a breakfast on the farm committee, so 600 people visited a farm and had breakfast.” 
Kirsten also explained how her agricultural advocacy efforts included teaching others how to communicate when she 
said, “I am trying to teach these up and coming professionals, farmers, and ranchers on how to better communicate.”
RQ2: Based on the participants’ experiences, what skills are needed for new college 
graduates in regard to their ability to advocate for agriculture?
 
Research question two sought to determine the skills needed for new college graduates to advocate for agriculture. 
Genuine conversation and listening skills, an open mind, industry knowledge and connections, and the ability to commu-
nicate at a level of understanding were identified as common themes.
 
Genuine Conversation and Listening Skills. The ability to have genuine conversations while truly listening to the con-
cerns and questions of others arose as a common theme throughout the interview process. Matt discussed the impor-
tance of truly listening during a conversation,
  Be able to have a genuine conversation where you are more concerned about listening to understand the other 
person’s perspective than concern for getting your point across…once the opposition or the individual who has 
a different opinion feels that they are being heard and understood and you can successfully relay back to them, 
the battle is won. You may still have a war on your hands, but that battle has been won. It’s when the rest of the 
audience can see that you are able to have those conversations with people of different views, that’s where the 
value is, that’s when you win…conversations are going to take place. It’s agriculture’s choice whether you want to 
be part of the conversation or watch from the sidelines.
Matt later went on to say,
  Simply impressing upon all of them the importance of what makes a good conversation. And number one you 
have got to learn to listen and listen for meaning. You can’t be thinking about what it is you want to say next 
while they’re talking to you. You need to devote your attention... I want to get the information from them first so 
they feel like I am truly listening for understanding.
Elizabeth described the importance of listening and conversation skills,
  …Teaching the students how to really listen. The key components or the outline is kind of a lot of focus on active 
listening, debates, and learning opportunities to talk to people and the people in the middle, our customers, 
the vast majority of the people you know, again people in the middle.
Open Mind. An open mind also arose as a common theme among the participants. Becky described what she feels can 
be one of the pitfalls for many agricultural advocates when they are trying to tell agriculture’s story to someone who 
might oppose conventional agricultural practices,
  [Agriculturalists] are so passionate about agriculture that they are almost defensive of agriculture but to be a 
truly compelling advocate you have to be able to see reason and see both sides of the story and that there is no 
I’m right, they’re wrong. There is we are both trying to pursue what’s best for both of us.
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Matt described an open mind as one of the most important attributes of an agricultural advocate,
  Number one: An open mind and the ability to respect differing opinions. You don’t have to agree, but respect is 
crucial… Because if you are not able to respect differing views, you will be unable to have a conversation that is 
genuine and have any type of a positive outcome. The most successful agvocacy that occurs is more often than 
not between two individuals who have very different opinions on one or more subjects but are able to discuss 
the topic rationally, logically, and objectively, and at the end neither may have changed their mind, but the audi-
ence has had the opportunity to at the same time, consider both points of view and make up their own mind. If 
you are not able to have a mutual respect for one another it turns into an argument and nothing is gained.
Matt additionally discussed the importance of an open mind and mutual respect within differing segments of the agricul-
tural industry,
  Being able to appreciate variety and diversity within agriculture amongst ourselves that is probably one of the 
biggest stumbling blocks that we ourselves face… A division becomes public, then the public also becomes 
divided. A little splinter becomes a major abscess and pretty soon you have a big problem. I think until we, in 
our own house, can respect one another for the diversity that we have, that’s a big concept that’s really tough for 
our own industry.
Industry Knowledge and Connections. Knowledge of the different agricultural industries along with contacts from dif-
fering industries arose as a common theme throughout the interview process. Kirsten described the importance of having 
agricultural knowledge, the ability to find information, and knowing when to say, “I don’t know:”
  They also need to have a wide knowledge of different agricultural enterprises. I mean from corn and row crops 
to beef cattle and other livestock species; I have to work a little harder when it comes to row crops because I 
didn’t grow up on a row crop operation. So I have to be able to do a little research and you have to have certain 
sites I know I can count on for certain information or certain people. Another thing along those lines is making 
sure that you don’t try to be a know-it-all. If you know you don’t know the answer be okay with admitting that 
because people will respect you more knowing, you are trying to help them and learn at the same time then just 
sounding off facts that you don’t know.
Sam described the importance of having industry connections in other fields of agriculture,
  You do find once you put yourself out there and talking people come to you as the expert on stuff that you are 
not the expert on just because it falls under agriculture. So work on developing that network of different people 
in the industry…
Morgin concluded that it is important to “[Develop] your network in a positive and critical way.”
Ability to Communicate at a Level of Understanding. The ability to communicate with those who have questions or 
concerns about agriculture or production practices in a way the public can understand arose as a common theme among 
the participants. Anna described the importance of communicating at a level of understanding,
  I think maybe it’s more of a technical skill, but as far as communications, the ability to explain things at a level 
that people who don’t have experience in agriculture can understand. I work with a lot of college students who 
say the terminology they use is understandable in their circles, but [those same terms] can be difficult to under-
stand in real life. 
 
Sam discussed the importance of the use of language,
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  Look at the language we are using and kind of find the level that works with people we are speaking to. I hate 
to say dumb it down, but you know I’m not a professional banker or real estate agent or whatever, you know I’m 
not going to understand those terms, so we just have to talk to people on the level that they can understand.
RQ3: What activities and/or assignments can be implemented in a course targeted at 
developing agricultural advocates?
 
To achieve the skills established in research question two, the purpose of research question three was for the participants 
to outline specific course activities and assignments that could aid in student learning and could further develop their 
confidence in, ability to, and understanding of agricultural advocacy. Three themes emerged from the data analysis: face-
to-face communication, development of listening skills, and ability to utilize online media. 
Face-to-Face Communication. The ability to communicate face-to-face arose as a common theme among participants. 
Anna described a situation where students could use face-to-face communication skills learned in the classroom in a real 
world setting,
  I think that incorporating real life experiences in that course whether they do an event on their university farm or 
on campus or something like that where they actually get to use the [communication] skills in real life would be 
really important and helpful.
Additionally, Kirsten described an activity to encourage a conversation between farmers and ranchers and consumers 
about an agricultural topic. She explained, 
  …give them a scenario where they have to sit down and one of them that we have use is kind of about a friend 
whose mom has cancer and they blame it on GMOs. The first time I did the exercises… I went straight into ‘well 
why do you blame GMOs?!’ Instead of being a friend first, you say I’m so sorry to hear your mom has cancer…I 
need to be a human first before I become an agricultural advocate.
Development of Listening Skills. The development of listening skills arose as another important theme. Elizabeth de-
scribed the following activity as a way for building active listening skills,
  Working on some active listening exercises where [students] are really listening to people. One of my favorite 
things that I’ve ever taken part in is having panels of people come in and speak to groups like food bloggers, 
chefs, and foodies from all different backgrounds and really hearing what they have to say and what they think 
and what they are learning.
Elizabeth went on to explain,
  Going to the grocery store interviewing people there about food or even online surveys and really asking ques-
tions. Anything you can do that can help them get out there and talk to the people in the middle is going to be 
really key for them to understand what the middle is thinking instead of just guessing.
Sam also noted bringing people into the classroom who might have differing viewpoints to discuss issues could aid in 
developing listening skills among students and further develop their ability to understand both sides of issues. He sug-
gested, 
  …bring people into the classroom with different viewpoints. We always have a panel of three or four people that 
have different viewpoints on food production and what they eat and where it comes from and sometimes it hurts 
a little bit to hear what they have to say, but it’s very, very important for those of us in ag to hear face-to-face 
what consumers are saying and thinking. Have a dialogue with them.
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Ability to communicate through online media. The ability to utilize online media was the final theme that arose from 
the interview discussions. Kirsten provided an example activity for students to practice their online media communication 
abilities, 
  …set up a fake Facebook account that you can make a group that’s closed and private and test your students. 
Where you post either a meme or a comment attacking agriculture, attacking the food system, or attacking 
grocery prices, and blaming the farmer because prices are rising higher because the farmer wants to make more 
money. Give students a chance to see actual concerns that real people have and role-play in that situation in a 
closed Facebook group and see how they handle it.
Kirsten added that real-time online discussion skills could be practiced through weekly online discussions such as #AgC-
hat. She described, 
  Another thing you can encourage the students in that class is to… every Tuesday night that we do AgChat 
or food chat conversations on Twitter and you know of course sit in or participate or follow along with those 
hashtags.
Matt described the importance of punctuation, intonation, and word choice when communicating through online media. 
He offered the suggestion of having students evaluate archived conversations, arguments, and discussions to learn what 
worked and what did not work. Matt explained, 
  …you break down whether it’s a conversation from Twitter, a conversation on Facebook, comments, interactions 
on blogs. Really take a look at the importance of word selection, because that’s the biggest challenge with social 
media. You do not have the ability to hear the tone in someone’s voice or see the expression on their face and 
so the choice of words and language and punctuation become critical.
Becky explained the need for teaching students a more conversational type of writing style to be used on social media. 
She explained, 
 
  One of the transitions that I have noted, with interns who have come out of ag communications programs, is a 
transition into a more approachable writing style. I know that as an ag communications alumni we are taught 
very technical writing. You know reporting style, research style, but that’s simply not the type of writing that’s 
going to cut it in advocacy. So more of the creative writing, the entertaining writing style…
 
 Morgin explained how more communicators needed experience with the live video-based social media tools. 
She explained, 
  All of those video services like Periscope and Blab. These tools are much more important now, and people don’t 
know how to use them well so they’re not really effective….I think students should work through a scenario or a 
task where they plan out a post, and where they have to decide what to do with that video post. 
CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Increased The purpose of this study was to explore what competencies students enrolled in an undergraduate agricultural 
advocacy course needed to advocate for agriculture after graduation as perceived by agricultural advocates. Continued 
consumer skepticism regarding the production practices within the agricultural industry (Weatherel et al., 2003; Zimbel-
man et al., 1995) coupled with an increasing consumer interest in the food production system (Smith, 2015) has created a 
need to equip agricultural communicators with the skills and capabilities to disseminate information to a questioning and 
concerned public. 
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By understanding the current and past experiences of agricultural advocates, participants with and without agricultural 
backgrounds found advocating for agriculture helped to connect consumers and agricultural producers. This finding 
supports the previous literature that discussed an ill-informed audience has many questions and misunderstandings 
about agricultural products and processes (Funk & Raine, 2015; Ruth et al., 2015; Smith, 2014). Further, understanding 
the participants’ current advocacy efforts helped the researchers to understand the methods of delivering a two-way 
conversation from producer to consumer. Similarly, to the previous literature, the participants indicated digital media and 
interpersonal communication strategies such as social media platforms, video streaming platforms, and blogging sites, 
provided opportunities to encourage a conversation about agriculture (Blackshaw & Nazzaro, 2004; Moore et al., 2015). 
The second research question sought to discover the skills needed for graduates to effectively advocate for agriculture 
in their personal and professional lives. This research question resulted in four emergent themes: genuine conversation 
and listening skills, open mind, industry knowledge and connections, and the ability to communicate at a level of under-
standing. Overall, the emergent themes resulted in skills that emphasized the idea of an agricultural advocate engaging 
consumers in two-way communication, or more simply, a conversation that would result in a mutual understanding of the 
topic at hand (Grunig & Hunt, 1984). Supporting the theoretical framework of the two-way symmetrical model of commu-
nication, the emergent themes provide a baseline framework of the two-way model of communication. The foundation 
of the model is the genuine conversation and listening skills. The participants indicated these skills were the ability to 
have genuine conversations with consumers while actively listening to the questions, needs, and concerns of consum-
ers. As seen in Grunig and Hunt’s (1984) model, the ability to exchange information, knowledge, and opinions is crucial. 
The emergent themes of keeping an open mind and the ability to communicate at a level of understanding showed the 
importance for agricultural advocates to have an open mind and adjust their objectives as they engage in conversations 
both online and face-to-face. The two-way symmetrical model of communication encompasses the idea of the advocate 
to have the willingness to adjust their objectives, beliefs, and behaviors on account of the parties’ opinions and situations 
(Thayer, 1968). As agricultural advocates follow the model, they must be willing to adjust and have an open mind when 
communicating with those with differing views. Further, these findings are consistent with Duncan and Moriarty’s (1998) 
findings indicating a conversation and a relationship can be built through listening, informing, and answering. Thayer 
(1968) discussed how a mutual understanding could arise from mutual respect for the views of the consumers as well as 
the views of others within agriculture. According to the two-way symmetrical model, this mutual respect and exchange 
of opinions and knowledge can cultivate an environment of open dialogue and understanding (Grunig & Hunt, 1984; 
Thayer, 1968). 
Further, some consumers often assume agriculturalists have an infinite knowledge of agriculture as a whole; therefore, 
students must be equipped with a specific knowledge base of their industry while also developing a network of agricul-
turalists. A network of agriculturalists from many disciplines allows communicators to have someone to reach out to when 
faced with questions regarding agricultural practices outside of their knowledge and experience base. Finally, research 
question two allowed us to better understand the importance of technical writing and speaking skills in communicating at 
a level of understanding for consumers. Speaking in industry jargon can only increase consumer skepticism and widen the 
knowledge gap between producers and consumers of agricultural products. These findings align with those of Cooper 
(2009) who suggested the two-way symmetrical model allows the communicator to adjust the way he or she communi-
cates information based on the needs and behaviors of the receiver.
The participants’ discussion indicated specific class assignments that could foster the development of these skills. Pre-
vious researchers have indicated academic programming must be structured to prepare students to communicate in a 
variety of ways (Corder & Irlbeck, 2016; Doerfert & Miller, 2006; Large, 2014). The findings from this study indicated a 
course should be designed to incorporate elements of two-way communication such as lessons in face-to-face communi-
cation, the development of listening skills, and the ability to communicate through online media. Lessons in face-to-face 
communication may allow students to gain experience in exchanging knowledge about agriculture through farm and in-
dustry tours, and practice in conversations using case studies of agricultural topics. Further, the participants indicated the 
development of listening skills as an important competency needed by an agricultural advocate. Duncan and Moriarty 
(1998) suggested listening skills were an important aspect of forming conversations and relationships. Using suggestions 
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from the participants, an assignment incorporating interviews with agricultural consumers to understand their knowledge 
base and analyzing panel discussions with individuals with differing viewpoints may allow students to gain an understand-
ing of varying opinions, understanding, and knowledge of agricultural topics.
Students must also be equipped with the skills needed to communicate through online media. The findings supported 
the previous literature suggesting a strong knowledge base of social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Ins-
tagram as well as video streaming platforms was necessary (Corder & Irlbeck, 2016). Further, students must practice their 
online media writing skills. Traditionally, agricultural communications students have been trained to write using a more 
technical approach using research, technical, and AP style writing (Corder & Irlbeck, 2016); however, the participants indi-
cated students should be able to use a conversational tone and a more creative approach when writing for online media. 
Although these findings may be used to help develop a course structure for learning agricultural advocacy, the findings 
could be useful for agricultural communications practitioners and Extension personnel. Advocacy efforts are spreading 
across the agricultural field, and practitioners may use these to understand how a conversation develops between their 
organization and a public audience. Activities mentioned by the participants such as interviews with stakeholders, a more 
creative writing approach, and participating in conversations about agriculture may allow practitioners to gain an under-
standing of how stakeholders and the public responds to their message. Practitioners should use this knowledge to adapt 
their communications strategies to help their target audience gain a more mutual understanding of the topic at hand. 
Future research should continue to examine the use of advocacy efforts by individuals and organizations involved in agri-
culture. A quantitative study should evaluate the most important factors when advocating for agriculture. Future research 
should be used to gain a deeper understanding of consumer knowledge. As noted in the previous literature, a deeper 
understanding of consumer perceptions of agriculture is needed to advocate for agriculture. This understanding can 
help agricultural communicators as they develop their messages to be sent to agricultural consumers. One study could 
identify agricultural and food industry buzzwords and their meaning to agricultural consumers. Once a course is devel-
oped on agricultural advocacy, a pre- and post-test should be conducted to understand how a student could respond 
to agricultural consumers on a given topic. This study could be qualitative in nature and should evaluate how a student 
responds to a topic at the beginning and end of the semester. The student should show progress in how they are able to 
communicate at a particular level of understanding, communicate with an open mind, and openly listen to the consumer, 
and, how they are able to creatively write. Finally, a quantitative pre- and post- test should be conducted in the agricul-
tural advocacy course to determine students’ increased knowledge of agricultural topics.
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